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Title: THE USE OF SELF-DETERMINATION AND CONFIDENT-
IALITY IN CASEWORK AND GROUP WORK PRACTICE: AN
EXPLORATORY STUDY
This study is the seventh in a series begun in 1957 to relate
social work theory to general systems theory. The pu~rpose of this
study was to assess, through the judgment of professional social
workers, the use of the two concepts, self-determination and
confidentiality, in casework and social group work situations.
The two concepts were operationalized by construction dffive
practice principles for each concept. An instrument was developed
in which a critical hypothetical situation exemplified each principle
for both methods with a forced choice of four actions evidencing
the degree of self-determination and confidentiality. Forty random-
ly selected trained social workers in the Portland area answered
the questionnaire. Three propositions were tested. The first pre-
dieted that workers' judgments of the use of the two,concep~swould be
significantly influenced by the unit of treatment. The second predicted
that there would be a higher correlation on self-deterITlination between
casework and group work situations than on confidentiality between the
two ITlethods .. The third predic ted that five variables would be signifi-
cantly related to differential judgITlents of workers of the two concepts
in both ITlethods .
Findings:
Proposition I was partially substantiated. The unit of treatITlent
was significant for the use of self-deterITlination, but not for the use of
confidentiality.
Proposition II was not subs tantiated. Evidence showed, however,
that the exact opposite of this proposition had occurred. There was a
significantly higher correlation on confidentiality between the two
ITlethods than for self-deterITlination.
AITlong the five variables s elec ted for tes ting, group work exper-
ience proved to be statistically significant in the use of confidentiality
in casework situations. The variance in the scores of those respon-
dents having group work experience was over twice as large as those
respondents having no group work experience in workers I judgITlents of
the use of confidentiality in casework situations. In addition, years of
social work experience showed a significant positive correlation in the
use of self-deterITlination in casework situations. There was no
statistical significance as far as professional education in group work
method, other types of training in the two methods, and preference
for either casework or group work.
Though not statistically significant, it was found that those
respondents with graduate education in group work showed more vari-
ance in their judgments compared with those respondents without 'such
education, indicating that education in more than one method broadens
the perceptual set of the worker but that actual experience in group
work is more significant than is academic education. When years of
social work experience were compared, it was found that more self-
determination was allowed by those respondents with more years of
experience, perhaps indicating that increased experience increases
the personal security of the worker.
The respondents' reasons for their choice of actions indicated
that they were largely guided by practice principles relating to each
concept but there was an overlap among these principles. The data
also showed that other concepts such as the social work relationship
and the worker's responsibility to society guided some workers'
choices of action.
The significance of this study is that it provided eclectic defini-
tions of the two concepts from which practice principles were opera-
tionalized, thereby contributing to theory building; illustrated that
perception theory can be used for research in social work practice;
identified areas for curriculum planning and staff development; and
pointed to areas for future research.
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THE USE OF SELF-DETERMINATION AND CONFIDENTIALITY
IN CASEWORK AND GROUP WORK PRACTICE:
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Probletn and Its Significance
During the past ten years, attetnpts have been tnade to
develop a unified theory of social work practice. The stitnulation
for such a theory evolved from both the beliefs of the general
systetns theorists as well as the denlands of social work practice
for a more integrated approach to tnethod since social workers are
expected to have HOnle competence in work with individuals,
fatnilies, and various peer groups. If a unified theory of social
work practice is to be built, then the parts: casework, group work,
cotnrnunity organization, and adnlinistration must be examined for
their use of overlapping referents.',
The purpose of this current exploratory study is to assess,
through the judgments of professional social workers, the use of
two concepts, self-determination and confidentiality, in casework
and social group work situations. It has been assunled by this
study group that self-determination and confidentiality are over-
lapping referrents in casework and group work practice. The
2community organization and administration methods of social work
have been·omitted from. this study in order to limit the focus to the
two methods of social work practice which provide direct service
to clients. Subsequent studies may focus on examining the use of
these two concepts or other overlapping referents in community
organization and administration methods.
It is recognized that not all social workers believe that a
unified theory of social work practice exists or that the profession
should be seeking to establish such a theory. Sallie Churchill
(1966) recently suggested that specialization was a prerequisite for
professionalism and asked whether the attempt to locate and teach
a general theory of social work was compatible with social work's
current struggle for professional recognition. This is a'pertinent
question and lllerits at least an attempted answer. This study
group, borrowing from the medical profession, has taken the
position that social workers should be trained first as general
practitioners and that specialization should follow.
The Review of Studie s
This study is the seventh in a series which began under the
guidance of Dr. Gordon Hearn while he was teaching in the School
of Social Welfare at the University of California at Berkeley in
1957. Dr. Hearn subsequently accepted the position as Dean of
3the Scho01 of Social Work at Portland State College, and this series
was resumed at Portland State College under the guidance of Dr.
Frank Miles. Dr. Florence Clemenger joined the faculty of Port-
land State College in 1965 and is the advisor of this current study.
This series of studies has been based on general systems
theory as postulated by Dr. Hearn (1958) in his monograph entitled
Theory Building in Social Work. It is his belief that there should
be a general theory of social work practice, and that research
should be undertaken and continued toward the development of such
a theory. This is not a new suggestion. It appeared as long ago as
1929 when the American Association of Social Workers published a
report, quoted in part by Kendall (1959), which pointed out the
need for research to show that there was a body of knowledge which
was fundamental to all methods of social work. Perhaps due to the
demands made upon social workers during the depression of 1929
,and later by the Second World War, the recommendation of 1929
was not followed in social work.
Since the Second World War, there has been an increasing
interest in the establishment of a general theory to encompass
the knowledge of disciplines other than social work. Bertalanffy
(1962) became dissatisfied with the study of biology as a'discipline
which sought to reduce organisms into parts and partial processes.
He believed that they should be studied as organi'zed things. Using
physical chemistry, kinetics, and thermodynamics, he evolved a
theory of open systems and steady state s which he felt might later
be expanded into a general systems theory which would be appli'"':' .
cableto all sciences, including the social sciences.
Ackoff (1963) supported Bertalanffy's desire to unify science
and increase communication between, its various disciplines, but
felt that this unification could not be accomplished with Bertal-
anffy's :method which Ackoff felt was based more e>n empirical
reasoning than on quantitative measurements. Ackoff favored
approaching unification of science through interdisciplinary re-
search, using controlled inquiry to gain; an ever increasing body
of knowledge. To, Ackoff, the unification is in the method and
activity of the inquiry, not in its resultant concepts, symbols,
and laws.
McBroom (1956) noted that biology had identified periods of
high imprintibility in organisms which provide opportunity for
repatterning. She suggests that similar periods might be identi-
fied in the human organism such as the role transition periods of
birth, weaning, adolescence, and marriage. McBroom felt that
the science of human behavior has lagged behind the physical
sciences and advocated research to narrow this gap. If stages of
high imprintibility could be identified in man and it could be
established that these stages correspond to those stages in
4
5bio.logical> C?.rganis.ms thi.s would be a contribution toward general
systems theory.
Hearn (1958) has been among the leaders of the renewed in-
terest in establishing a general theory of social work practice; and
the work of the research groups which began this series under his
direction at the School of Social Welfare, University of California
at Berkeley, merits consideration.
The first research group (Carlson et al., 1957) attempted to
lay a foundation for the series by providing a philosophical base for
social work. The philosophical statement said that social workers
help their fellow man because man is a thinking, knowi:q.g being who
has mastered the environment and guides the destiny of civilizatio:p.
or, more briefly, social workers help man because he is man.
There were dissenting statements which felt that the philosophical
statement should have included social work's values, man's
divinity, and the limit to man's ability to know.
The 1958 research group (Cutler et al. ) reviewed social work
literature to determine how the word "generic" had been used in
respect to social work practice methods. They found that Some
social work concepts such as acceptance, relationship, and diag;o.:
nostic prob1em- solving had been thought of as generic to casework,
generic to group work, and generic to community organization; but
none of these concepts had been used in a way which would indicate
6that the user had felt these concepts were generic to all methods
of social work practice.
The 1960 research group (Brill et al. ) attempted to establish
that social workers reacted in similar ways regardless of the
method that was being employed. This group was not able to show
a similarity which was statistically significant and felt this failure
was due to the use of records for data. They found it difficult to
extract data from records because of difference in the amount of
detail which was included by some workers but omitted by others.
The goal of the 1962 research group (Bolter et al. ) was to
construct two models to illustrate that there is a common basis
upon which to describe human relationsh~ps. This group did not
include statistical research in their thesis but felt that their models
could serve as useful guides to a practitioner but that no model
could substitute for the worker's judgment in individual situations.
The model used· by the current study group is a simplification of
one qf the models which was constructed by the 1962 research
group.
The first project in this series to be done at Portland State
College School of Social Work (DeCri stoforo etal., 1965) attemp·~
ted to relate three methods of social work practice: casework,
group work, and community organization to the general systems
theory by making stati stical compari sons of the reactions of .
7professional social workers to. 427 social work, concepts. This study
.did not produce significant similarities. It was felt that the use of
phrases provided the respondents with cues as to the response.
This study did furnish a reference base for subsequent studies.
The following research group (Armstrong et al., 1966) tried
to avoid the error of providing cues by using action words alone as
concepts. A questionnaire was formulated and sent to professional
social workers requesting them to respond as to the clarity of the
word, how frequently it was used in their practice, and how
important it was felt to be. to their practice. This study found that
professional social workers responded in a significantly similar
manner to 66 percent of the concepts on the questionnaire and felt
that they had made a beginning step toward a general theory of
social work practice.
This current study group reviewed professional publications
for additional studies which have attempted to establish a general
theory of social work practice but none were found.
In this first chapter, we have briefly stated the problem with
which this study is concerned and our belief that it is a pertinent
problem for study in the profes sion at this time. However, we
recognize that this belief is not shared by the entire profession.
We have reviewed the previous studies which have been concerned
with the establishment of a general theory of social work practice.
8The chapter that follows will discuss the theoretical considerations
. basic to this study.
CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In view of the purpose of this study, the concepts of self-
determination and confidentiality were examined theoretically and
for their use in casework and group work practice. We will dis-
cuss this examination by looking at each concept individually in
regard to its historical development and its appearance in current
social work literature. We shall begin with the concept of self-
determination.
Felix Biestek (1951) made a detailed study of the concept of
self-determination as it appeared in the literature from 1921 to
1950. He found that the term itself was not used during the 1920' s
but that, during that decade, there was some recognition of the
principle in the use of such terms as client participation, client
responsibility for planning, client self-help, client self-direction,
and client self-expression. Biestek felt that there was not general
agreement about the degree of self-determination that these early
writers were proposing.
His studies showed that from 1931 to 1940 the term self-
determination became quite common in social work literature and
was considered es sential to the establishm.ent of a meaningful
worker-client relationship. In the decade from 1941 to 1950, he
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found that self-determination was advocated to help the client see
the different choices that were available to him, to evaluate
realistically the possibilities of each, and arrive at a sound
decision. The social worker's task was to assist the client to do
this and to lend support to the client's decision. Self-determination
was considered important because it worked in individual problem-
solving and also because of the value placed upon individual freedom
.by a democratic society. In this later period, there was more
agreement upon the underlying philosophy. but, even so, Biestekfelt
that there were still differing degrees of self-determination per-
mitted. This factor resulted, in part, from differing evaluations
of the client's capacity to make decisions as well as a feeling in
the profession that self-determination was an idealistic theory
which could be used in some agencies but was not possible in others.
The positions taken by recent authors in social wo:rk litera-
ture reflect the philosophy which was stated by Bartlett (1958) that
the individual is of first importance in a democratic society.
Konopka (1963) emphasized that throughout history democratic
societies have been characterized by increased hope and decreased
fear while tyrannical societies have brought suspicion, anger, and
bitterness. If this is true of societies, it should also be true of
individuals. Therefore, social workers who provide self-deter-
mination for clients will inspire hope and motivation while
11
authoritarian .so.cia! wo.rkers will contribute fear and withdrawal.
Freidlander (1958) believed self ... determinat'on to be essential for
a client to win back lost self respect. Perlman (1965) felt that
man's sense of choice is what builds in him his sense of responsi-
bility and self-worth.
Further reading concerning self-determination revealed that
Perlman (1957) viewed it as an individual right but expected case-
workers to be more authoritarian when dealing with clients whose
capacities were in some ways limited. Hearn (1958) believed self-
determination to be a basic principle to all social work methods as
far as was possible. Hollis (1964) called self-determination a basic
value limited to what the client was able to do. Biestek, (1951) saw
self-determination as a right limited by client capacity. Bisno
(1952) limited self-determination to the normally competent person.
Hamilton (1956) felt self-determ.inationto be a right which must
not follow uncontrolled im.pulse. All of these authors were writing
aboufthe casework .method except Hearn who was including, all
social work methods.
In the group work literature, Konopka, (1963) said that self-
help was fundamental to group ,work but added limitations where
behavior would be harmful to others or destructive to property.
Trecker (1955) believed that groups can only learn to behave
responsibly when given the opportunity to behave responsibly. He
12
saw self-determination as a right limited, as is any right, by
responsibility, and believed that the worker must consciously
judge the amount of responsibility that a group is capable of
assuming at anyone time. Wilson (1956) felt that self-determin-
ation was one of the principle s of group work but looked to the
worker to help the clients use it within the limits which are
necessary in relation to the welfare of the community.
There is general agreement in the literature that se1f-
determination is to be considered a right of all individuals, 4-t
least in a democratic society. It is also a helping technique
because helping the client to solve a problem for himself gives him
increased confidence in his ability to solve additional problems as
they arise. Self-determination is, however, not absolute and
should be limited when it may be harmful to the individual or to the
rights of others.
Turning now to the concept of confidentiality, it was found to
appear in the writings of Mary Richmond (1922) who said that the
social worker-client relationship was the most confidential re1a-
tionsh~p that existed. As a general rule, the courts of the United
States did not agree. Alves (1959) reported that the re was an
occasional court decision which was favorable to the confident-
iality of information given to social workers, but the majority of
such court decisions held that theinform.ation given to social
13
workers by clients was not privileged communication.
In the ea:r1y 1930' s, i~he New York School of Social Work
(1933) published a bookintended to guide teachers of social work.
This book indicated that there were mixed feelings about confi-
dentiality at that time. It was recqgnized that personal infor-
mation was given by the client with the expectation of receiving
help, from the social worker, and that there was an implied com-
mitment that the information would not be shared with a third
person. If sharing the information with a third person was, in
the judgment of the social worker, the best means of providing
the help, should the worker then share the information with a
third person without the client's permission or pressure the
client to give permission? There was no mention of the client's
right to refuse help under these conditions, and this might in-
dicate that the emphasis was mOre on the worker's help to the
client than on the client's help to himself. The book did not answer
the question that it had posed. The answer 'was left to the judgment
of the worker in each individual situation, with the admonition that
it was a point of kindness and justice not to take advantage of those
whose misfortunes gave the worker the power to harm.
More recently, Joseph Alves (1959) interviewed 48 practicing
social workers about their use of the concept of confidentiality.
Two-thirds of his respondents based their belief in this concept
14
on the individual l."ights of each man which exist under natural law.
One-third of his respondents regarded confidentiality only as a
tool to be used to gain information from a client.
Current social work literature evidences less agreement
about the concept of confidentiality than is shown for self-deter-
mination. Joseph.Alves (1959) found that ne~rly all of his res-
pondents said that the concept of confidentiality was confused and
needed clarification. He felt that ,this stemmed from frustration
due to the desire to practice confidentiality but being unable to do
it because courts have required that social workers I records be
brought into court and used as evidence. Alves quoted from Dean
Wigmore who has written about the legal aspects of privileged
communication. Dean Wigmore believed that, to be considered
privileged, communication must meet four criteria which can be
summarized as: (1) There must be intent that the communication
will be held confidential. (2) Confidentiality must be essential to
the relationship. (3) The relationship must be considered by the
community as one which ought to be fostered. (4) The injury
caused by disclosure of information must be greater than the
i
benefits of such disclosure.
Alves (1959) believed that the social work relationship ful-
fills the requirements of the above first two points but that a
public poll would probably return a negative re suIt regarding point
15
three. As to the fourth point, he believed that it would be very
difficult to establish legally that the harm from any disclosqre
would outweigh the benefit and suggested that social workers be
given more training in philosophy to equip them better to make
such a determination independently. Thus, social w'orkers would
be able to promise complete confidentiality to clients limited only
when the benefit to the client is outweighed by harm to others.
The confidentiality of personal information is important to
free communication between client and worker and this conimunica-
tion is essential to treatment. Perlman (1957) felt that talking
brings the human experience into consciousness where it can be
managed and is, therefore, a major tool in social therapy. It is
important that the client talk to give information to the social
worker but it is more important that the client talk to give infor-
rn,ation,. to hims elf.
Hamilton (1956) felt that confidentiality is one of the most
important ethical considerations in work with individuals· and with
family groups but added that it should be limited when the client is
ill, psychotic, or a menace to society. Weingarten (1958) called
confidentiality a basic right of every person served by a social
agency, but felt that the worker should evaluate each situation and
use the degree of confidentiality which would most benefit the client.
Group work writers were reviewed but all did not include a
16
discussion of confidentiality in their writings. Slavson (1954) wrote
that a therapeutic atrnosphere depended upon complete freedom of
communication with no barriers to the flow of thought and feeling.
Konopka (1963 ) felt that the client could rely on confidentiality in a
casework situation but that confidentiality could not be guaranteed
in group work. She believed that, in group work, confidentiality
could only be established by the rnutual effort and agreernent of all
of the mernbers of a group. Whitaker and Lieberman (1964) also
felt that confidentiality in a group could only be established by
agreernent arnong the group members. Trecher (1955), Powder-
maker and Frank (1953), and Wilson and Ryland.(1949) were
reviewed but it was not found that these authors discussed con ...
fidenticilffy iIi relation to group work practice.
The Iiterature reviewed pointed out that there are four points
in which the two concepts, self ... determination.and confidentiality,
are essentially similar. These are: ,(1) Both concepts are con ...
sidered to be rights of individuals in, a democratic society.
(2) Both are considered to be instrumental social work values'.
(3) Both are considered as techniques by which a client is helped.
(4) Both concepts have limitations; neither is considered as abso-
lute.
The above evidence lends support to one of the basic as sump-
tions of this study, that the concepts of self-determination and
17
confidentiality are generic to both cas:ework and group work prac-
tic e. The following model (figure 1) illustrate s thi s assumption.
Model of the as sumption that self-
determination and confidentiality
are generic to both casework and
group work practice.
Figure 1. Self-determination and confidentiality are two over-
lapping referents and lie within the shaded area.
From the reading of the literature and for purposes of this
§tudy~ w@ he/v@ eel@ctieally c1@!i:n@d the two concepts being §hidied.
1ft order to operaH6naHze the concepts fbl' study, We us~d th@
method devised and used by Lydia Nolan (Greenwood, 1963) in her
studies at the University of California at Berkeley. She and her
research groups operationalized the abstract concepts by selecting
the how, the why, and the what of the concept and writing these
18
in the form of a social work practice principle or guide to action.
The first of the two concepts being studied was defined as
follows:
Self-determination in social work practice is the
worker's conscious recognition of the right of the
client to direct his own life, to pursue his own
goals, to meet his own needs, and to determine how
these needs should be met, as they are compatible
with the realities of his diagnosed capacities, in
relation to the rights of other persons, and within
the context of society's lim.itations.
Although many practice principles could be written for this
concept, we selected five themes as being ce·ntral to the use of
self-determination in practice. These are: (1) recognition of the
ineffectualness of forced change, (2) restraint from imposing'
values, (3) guidance rather than direction, (4) awareness of client
capacity, and (5) encouragement of client participation. From
these central themes, the following practice principles :Were con-
structed:
1. The social worker recognizes his limitations in
forcing change upon a'nother person whose internal
needs and conflicts are complex; therefore he see s
his role chiefly as one of stimulating thought
about alternative choices without removing
:'r'~'6ponsibilityfrom the client.
2. The social worker refrain~ from impo sing upon
clients his own values, goals, and methods of
performance in order to protect the right of the
,..1
clients to make their own decisions.
3. The social worker guides clients toward finding
new ways to solve their problems so that ~lients
19
may retain their self- respect and increase their
confidence.
4. The social worker should be aware of a client's
capacity to act for himself in order that the
worker does not expect self-determination
beyond that which is possible for the client.
5. The social worker encourages the fullest
possible participation of the clients in the
working through of their problems so that
the clients rnay increase their ability to
find more effective solutions to their needs.
The second concept being studied was defined as follows:
Confidentiality in social work practice is the restric-
tion of personal information about the client by the
social worker based on the respect for the client's
right to privacy; or the ethical and purposeful release
of information in order to facilitate explicit treat-
ment goal s.
The five central themes chosen with which to operationalize
this concept were: (1) the establishment of a working relationship,
(2) the worker's responsibility to the community, (3) the use of
information given to other agencies, (4) obtaining the client's
consent to request information, and (5) the privacy of the physical
facilities which are used. The followjng practice principles were
then constructed to operationalize the concept of confidentiality:
1. In order to establish basic trust between clients
and worker which is necessary for a social work
relationship, the worker will convey to the client
by some means of verbal communication, the
assurance that personal information revealed by
the clients will be used only in the clients' best
interests in accordance with the values and
ethic s of the social work profe s sion.
20
2. In order to protect the welfare of the community,
social workers will pu.rposefully advise their
clients to reveal information known to them that
would be useful to law enforcement agencies
in performing their function of community
protection.
3. In order to maintain a continuity of confidentiality
for clients between various workers and agencies,
social worke·r.s will release private information
about their cH'~nts only to those who will respect
the confidential nature of the information.
4. In order to protect the privacy and integrity of
the client, a social worker will not obtain infor-
mation about a client by requesting it from
collateral sources without the client's knowledge
.arid/or consent.
5. In order to insure the client's right to privacy,
the physical facilities will be so arranged that
the per sonal information about clients will be
discussed only among those persons who. are
directly concerned with the treatment.
Since this study is concerned with the judgments of pro-
fessional social workers as to the use of self-determination and
confidentiality, it involves perception theory. Perception is
defined by Bruner (1957) as "the categorization of an object or
sensory event in terms of more or less abundant and reliable
cues". (p. 46) Dember (1960) defined perception as "the organ-
izing process of apprehending probable signification in the per-
ceiver's immediate environment which he has found from previous
experience to have furthered his purpose". (p. 3)
These definitions suggest that, as was noted by Allport,
21
(1955) there is more to perception than the simple association and
response of an individual to a given stimulus. He believed that there
exists a pre-established attitude or set which is important in deter-
mining the reaction. Solley and Murphy (1960) described perception
as aprocess which includes: (1) the preparation or attitudinal set,
(2) the expec tation of what is to be perceived, (3) the physiological
capacity of the perceiver, (4) the time lag required for mental test-
ing, and (5) the consolidation of the stimulus traces.
It is of importance to be aware of the existence of the per-
ceptual set as described by Allport as well as the first point of
Solley and Murphy's description of the process of perception. Per-
ceptual set has been defined by DeIl1ber (1960) as "a type of context
provided by cognitive conditions such as interes t, attitudes, needs,
values, and expec tations 'I. (p. 272) Social judgments, with which
this study is concerned, are described by Forgus (1966) as being
based upon common configurational principles such as common fate,
radius of action, siIl1ilarity, proxiIl1ity and others. These influence
an individual's ability to perceive by making him more or iess
aware of certain attributes of the stimulus complex.
The literature of perception theory indicates that percep-
tion is influenced by prepestablished attitudes and that such
pre-established attitudes may occur because of the education,
training, and experience of an individual. It may be concluded
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from this that respondents I judgments of the use of the two concepts,
self-determination and confidentiality, in casework and group work
situations will be based on the cues inherent in the situation to be
judged. The respondents will also be influenced by their perceptual
sets which evolve from their education, training, experience, and
from the values of the social work profession. However, as was
suggested by Forgus (1966), individuals who are particularly
trained in a given area may be less likely to adopt narrow sets in
that area.
We will now proceed with Chapter III in which we shall
develop the hypotheses which will guide the study.
CHAPTER III
FORMULATION OF HYPOTHESES
In the light of the problem under study, the theory and find-
ings from relevant studies, three propositions were posed for
testing:
Proposition I
The workers I judgments of the use of self-determination
and confidentiality will be significantly influenced by
the unit of treatment. (one-to-one or group)
As operational guides, instrumental values such as self-
determination and confidentiality present potential areas of disa-
greement related to variations in process between casework and
group work. We therefore believe that workers will be influenced
in their utilization of the concepts of self-deter:mination and con-
fidentiality by whether they find themselves in a casework or group
. work situation. We expect to find a significant difference in their
,scoring of the hypothetical situations between the two :methods.
Basic to both practice methods is the worker-client relation-
ship. This relationship in the one-to-one casework situation is Q£
a different nature than within the context of a group where the
worker must direct his understanding not only at individuals but at
the group as a whole and interactions among group :me:mbers.
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While the worker is usually able to protect his client's privacy in
the casework relationship, he cannot assure it in a group where
the matter of confidentiality is settled by group members them-
selves at a time when the issue is meaningful and in the manner
appropriate for the group. "For the therapist to introduce stan-
dards or assurances about the maintenance of confidentiality is
unneces sary and will be ineffective unles s concomitant develop-
ments within the group establish such standards as a part of a,
group solution." (Whitaker and Lieberman, 1964, p. 210)
If client capacity is accepted as the criterion for judging, the
limits of client self-determination, this would seem to indicate a
need for as many, and differing lirnitations as there are individuals
with differing capacities within a group. The group worker's task
becomes one of multiple diagnosis in which it is necessary to con-
sider not only the several clients but also to appraise the effect of
their interactions upGn each othe r and the group, as a whole. In a
casework relationship, the worker need only be concerned with the
diagnosis and capacities of apar-ticulCi,r client. Likewise, it is
more readily possible for the worker to enable a single client to
identify and pursue his primary goals than to assist a group to
work through all the interpersonal differences involved in achiev-
, ing concensus' and motivation toward a common purpose.
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. Prapo sition II
The correlation of workers' judgments of self-determination
between the casework and group work situations will be
higher than these workers I judgments of confidentiality
between the casework and group work situations.
Our review of the literature has shown more agreement among
social work authors about the use of the concept of self-determi-.
natibn than about the use of the concept of confidentiality. We there-
fore expect to find a higher correlation in responses of workers to
the hypothetical situations for the concept of self-determination
than for the situations utilizing the concept of confidentiality.
Both methods place heavy reliance upon self-motivation of the
client and, generally speaking:, use non-coercive methods of
change. Self-determination is' valued equally whether for the
individual or group and, restricted only by client capacity, the
tights of other persons, and society's limitations, holds a high
priority in all social work practice.
For confidentiality, there is no universal agreement. There
are no clearly defined operational rules to guide workers in,all
agencies in all situations. While there is general agreement about
. the utility of confidentiality in maintaining a therapeutic profe s sional
relationship with clients, there may be more control pos sible in the
usual casework situation than in the group work setting. There is
a. difference of opinion about which information needs to be kept
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confidential. In the Alves (1959) study of practicing social workers,
most of the respondents felt that not all information was confidential
to, the same degree. Of group work authors reviewed, only Konopka
(1964), Slavson (1954), and Whitaker and Lieberman (1964) were
found to discuss confidentiality. Does this reflect that while
desirable in principle, confidentiality is felt to be difficult if not
impos sible of attainment in a group? The potential for violation
of a confidence would logically, appear to be in direct proportion
to the number of persons in a group. Perhaps a result of these
divergences of opinion within the profession is the fact that confi-
dences divulged to the medical and legal profession are judged to
be privileged communication while social work as yet lacks this
protection for its clients.
Proposition III
Several selected variables will be significantly re'"
'lated to the differential judgment by workers of the
two concepts of self-determination and confidentiality
in casework and group work. These are: professional
education in group work method, other types of train-
ing in casework,or group work method, preference for
the casewQ:rk-or-group;work method, years of social
work experience, and experience in work with groups.
While other factors may be considered significant, we chose
to use them as descriptive of our sample rather than as variables
whose statistical significance we would explore in the present study.
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Professional Education in Group Work Method
Most if not all workers will have had education in casework
rnethod; therefore casework perceptual set will form the basis for
their judgments. Since group work method education has been in-
cluded in the curriculum of most schools of social work only in
recent years, we anticipate many of our sample may' lack formal
education in this method. We expect that workers who have the
additional education in group work will have an expanded percep-
tual set, a broader base of knowledge with which to make their
judgments of the hypothetical situations than Workers who lack
group work-education.!!
Other Types of Training inCasewor~or Group; Work Method
We believe that additional training other than academic
education will also prove significant. This includes in- service
workshops, staff development courses, certificate programs,
seminars, institutes, or other relevant learning experiences such
as are frequently provided by employers to increase the capabili-
ties· of staff. If group work rnethod knowledge has been gained in
this way, we believe the judgment of workers will reflect a broader
perceptual set in the use of concepts in group work situations. If
the additional training has been in casework method, we believe
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the worker's judgment of casework situations will reflect a broader
perceptual set, and, in either case, more variance for situations
utilizing. that method in which the additional training has been gained.
With other types of training in both methods, we expect to find
more variance in scoring the hypothetical situations for both case~
work and group work. If a worker has had no additional training,
we expect to find less variance in responses to both kinds of hypo-
thetical situations.
Preference for Casework or Group Work.Method
A preference for the casework or group work method will, we
believe, result in a differential response by the worker to the
hypothetical casework and group work situations. Preference is
"an attitude or an emotionalized system of ideas which predisposes
one to act in a certain way under certain conditions. Attitude
learning usually takes place through experiences which engender
particular emotional reactions. " . (Ru'~h, 1958, p. 305) People
respond favorably to experiences which have been successful or,
in the language of psychology, are conditioned to prefer that
method which has rewarded them. We therefore believe workers
who have found group wo:rk of benefit to their clients will reflect
this in their selection of group work method as a preference.
Other workers who have found casework to be most beneficial in
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their agency setting, with a particular type of client, or best
fitted to their own s~yle of practice will prefer this method. There
may be negative conditioning as well; if a worker has had unfavor-
able experience in utilization of group work method, he will un-
doubtedly choose the alternative method as his preference. Which-
ever preference is indicated, we believe this will result in more
variance in judgments of the two concepts of self-determination
and confidentiality for that method than for the method which is
not preferred. If the respondent indicates no preference, there is
likely to be les s variance in his scoring of the hypothetical situ-
ations.
Years of Social Work Experience
We belteve the number <;>f years of social work experience
will prove to be a significant variable in the workers' judgments of
the t!-se of the two concepts in the hypothetical situations. There
are changes concerning the understanding and application of instru-
.mental values over time. Continued research and clinical experi-
ence tend to modify previous views of particular values. We
expect t.o -find a correlation between years Qf experience and appli-
cation of workers' judgments in scoring hypothetical situations
since the respondents will probably have received their education
at the same time when certain emphases predominated in social
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work education.
Experience in. Work with Groups
We expect that experience in work with groups will prove to:
be a significant variable in workers' judgments of the two con-
cepts. We believe that those workers who have had group work
experience will show more variance in their judgment of the situa-
tions than those without ga:'oup, work experience. Our rationale for
this hypothesis is based on the fact that the group work experience
will provide workers with a broader perceptual base, a more
skilled perceptual set for use in making judgments of the hypo-
theti~al situations.
CHAPTER IV
THE RESEARCH PROCEDURE
Selection of the Sample
The research sample consisted of 40 social workers living
. in the Portland area whose names were randomly selected from the
}l965 National Association of Social Workers Directory. The choice
was accomplished by selecting every third name and address in the
directory. After 40 persons were selected, a list of 15 alternates
was chosen randomly from the remaining names.
Our initial plan was to select a stratified sample that would
include 20 second year social work students at Portland State
College -School of Social Work and 20 practitioners in the Portland
area who had their master qf social work degree .(MSW). However,
this plan was discarded after the complexities of involving .second
year students were co~sidered. They were all involved in their
oWn research projects and. did not have a;rnple time to respond to
the quest\onnaire. In addition, their '-educational backgrounds were
all similar as they were all in the same courses in graduate school.
Few of them had previous group work experience although all had
graduate group work education. Thus, it was believed this group
would be too skewed for a random sample of the available student
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population and, as a result, the focus of this study was shifted to
include only practitioners with MSW d~gree.s.
The nurn.berin the sample was retained since it corn.prised
35 percent of the total population of trained social workers in
Portland. The sarn.pling area was restricted to Portland since it
is known that this rn.etropolitan area contains the largest represen-
tationand concentration of social workers in the state of Oregon.
Also, this nurn.ber of 40 was srn.all enough to allow the re-
searchers to personally deliver and pick up the schedules yet
large enough to insure representation and statistical analysis.
Finally, the realities 6f tirn.e and academic pres SUres on student
researchers were also factors involved in the research procedure.
The procedure used to enlist the support of the respondents
in answering the questionnaire was to contact thern. by the telephone,
explain our research goals, and ask for their assistance in corn.-
pletingthe schedule. Of the initial 40 persons rand(')rn.ly selected,
four were unable to be located and five persons were unable to
assist with the project due to previous corn.rn.itrn.ents and/or con-
flicts with other responsibilities. It was therefore necessary to
sub stitute nine narn.e s frorn. our li st of alte rnate g.
It should be noted that each of the four student rn.ernbers had
a sirn.i1ar set of explanations to follow when enlisting the support
of participants in this study. (Please see the appendix for a copy
of thi s explanation)
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Description of the Sample
The information taken from the face sheet provided descrip-
tive information regarding the sample, in addition to giving us the
necessary information to analyze the important variables of this
study. This information is presented in the following table form
for easier analysis. (A copyof the face sheet is included intheappendix)
TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
Years of Social Work Experience
N 40
1 - 5 2
6 - 10 11
11 - 15 7
16 - 20 10
21 - 25 5
26 - 30 2
31 - 35 3
Places of Employment
N 40
Public Agencies Ser. Fam. & Child 10
Public Schools 7
Out-Patieht Psych. Services 6
Private Agen. Ser. Families & Ch. 6
County Public Welfare Com. 5
,In-Pat~ent Psych. Services 2
Community Planning Council 2
State Board of Health 1
Out-Patient Medical Services 1
TABLE I: DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE (continued)
Advanced Social Wo.rk Degrees
N 40
MSW 38
MSW plus 3rd year 1
BA ... No: MSW, but 3rd yr. I
Respondents Employment Positions
N 40
Direct Service 14
Agency Depart. Heads 12
Supervisors 6
.' S. W. Consultants 3
Agency Directors 3
College Profes sor 1
Field Work Instructor 1
Years of Casework Experience
N 40
None 2
1 ... 5 10
6 ... 10 13
11 ... 15 6
16 ... 20 2
21 ... 25 ,3
26 ... 30 3
31 ... 35 1
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TABLE I: DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE (continued)
Years of Group Work' Experience
N 40
None 21
1
- 2 8
3 - 4 7
5 - 6 1
7 = 8 2
9 = 10 0
11 = 15 1
Years of Graduate Casework Education
35
1
2
3
N 40
1
38
1
Years of Graduate Group Work Education
N 40
None
0.5
1 . 0
1.5
2.0
29
5
2
o
4
Other Types of Casework Training, in Years
(SeITlinars, Ins titutes, In-Service Training,
Staff Development, Workshops)
N 40
None 31
0.5 1
1. a 3
1.5 0
2.0 2
2.5 0
3.0 3
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TABLE I: DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE (continued)
Other Type s of Group Wor k Tr a ining, in 'Year s
(Seminars, Institutes; In-Service Training,
Staff Development, WOl'kshops)
.N 40
None 32
O. 5 2
1.0 2
1.5 1
2. 0 3
Social Work Practice Preference
N 40
Casework 35
Group" Work 3
None 2
,It is interesting to note from Table I that the moda.1 point for
social work experience of the sample respondents was from six to
ten years with a high of 11 in this category, followed closely with
. ten respondents who had 16 to 20 years of social work experience.
Public agencies serving families and children were the most highly
represented with ten of their social workers in the sample group .
. Public schools were second with seven respondents. Fourteen of
the respondents -were in direct service with clients and the second
highest category represented was that of agency department heads
with 12. The modal point for years of casework experience was
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from six to ten years with 13 in this category, however, slightly
more than 50 percent of the respondents had from one to ten years
of experience. Twenty-one of the respondents had no group work
experience. Eleven of them had graduate education in group work
ranging from one semester to ,two years. Thirty-eight had two
years of graduate casework education. Finally, 35 of the respond-
ents preferred the casework method of direct service, while three
preferre,c;l the group work method.
Sourc e of Data
The instrument developed by the group to obtain data for
this study was a forced choice questionnaire that described twenty
critical situations that could occur in social work practice. There
were ten situations for casework and ten for group work respectiv-
ely. These situations incorporated the practice principles that
operationalized the two social work concepts chosen for study;
self-determination and confidentiality. The situations were de-
vised by the research members by utilizing their own field work
experience before coming to graduate school and social work
literature. Each critical situation exemplified one of the practice
principles described in the chapter on theoretical considerations.
The situations we:te devised to be similar for casework and group
work in order to test the differential use of the concepts in the two
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types of direc.t service methods. Naturally, the situations were
different to the extent that the treatment methods are different due
to.the differential number of people involved.
For the instrument, the situations were anchored under the
general headings of the two ,core concepts but,the casework and group
work situations were scrambled so ,that the respondents would not
detect basic similarities and as a result offer a patterned respOnse.
The respondents were offered four choices and were asked to
,choose one as the action they would take if faced with this situation.
They were also asked to state their reasons for the particular
choice. Thus, a forced choice method was used that would allow
for alternative courses of action.
Each choice offered represented a different degree of con-
fidentiality and/or self-determination starting from the choice
reflecting the least degree of the concept to that reflecting the
greatest degree of the concept operationalized in its most complete
form. These choices were devised by the group members in a .
manner similar to that used in formulating the practice situations.
In the schedule they were scrambled under each situation so that
their order on,a continuum would not be used as a guide for ~spond­
ing. (A copy of the schedule and directions to the respondents are
included in the appendix)
The schedules were pers·onally delivered and picked up by the
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group members, each being assigned ten schedules as their
responsibility. This method of handling was decided upon to
reduce the number of unreturned questionnaires one always en-
counters when relying on a mailing procedure. Our procedure
was quite effective and was completed within a three-week period
from November to December, 1966. Thus, we believe that this
method, while requiting a little more effort, is much more satis-
facto ry than mailing.
The questionnaire was pretested with a random sampling 0.£
28 of the 38 first year graduate social work students. The use of
this group for pretesting was based on their accessibility and the
wish to retain the population qf trained workers in the Portland
area as a source for our random sample. The pretest was· done
during. a two-hour class period graciously allotted to us by the
instructor of the research class.
The pretest questionnaire was analyzed for errors and dis-
crepancies. The critical situations and choices were made more
clear and understandable as a result of the remarks of the students
and their contributions were very helpful.
Plan for Analysis of Data
An overall plan for analysis of the data derived from the
questionnaires was formulated prior to the completion of the
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questionnaire. This plan is outlined in the following m.anner.
Initially, in order to ascertain the am.ount of difference
between.the four choices in relation to each situation and to deter-
mine if they actually did offer a legitim.ate difference in choice, two
groups of people outside of the research project were selected as
raters for weighting the choices. Our first group, composed of ten
of our first year graduate students at the college, were asked to
rate each set of four choices on a forced choice scale of from one
to seven and not to, allow the total number for the four choices to
exceed the num.erical rating of ten. This group was provided with
definitions of the concepts to use as a basis for rating the choices
as given. They were asked not to consider what they would do as
the social worker in question but rather to objectively. analyze the
four choices and assign a weight to ,each choice. (A sam.ple of the
instructions given to the raters is in the appendix)
In spite of these instructions, the weighting procedure was
not effective as: (1) the students, generally speaking, were unable
to see the differences in degree between the four choices and they
assigned sim.ilar ratings to m.any of them, and (2) their answers
were too subjective and they <lid not follow the directions as re-
quested. It was necessary to have the choices weight'ed again.
We chose as our second group of weighters three persons
withMSW degrees and social work experience. Their names were
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excluded from the larger~esearchsample.. We believed that per-
sons with more education and experience could address themselves
to the required task more readily than the student group and also
that they would be able to see more clearly the difference between
the four choices.
However, we again encountered the same problem although
on a smaller scale but enough of. the choices were w'eighted the
same to render the results invalid for our purposes. It appeared
that the perceptual set of the first year social work students and
of the three professional social workers who were chosen as
weighters made it difficult for them to assign degrees of difference
to the four choices. They tended to respond as social workers by
assigning maximum weight to the choice they felt was best social
work practice rather than that which reflected the greatest 'degree
of the concepts. Therefore, the research group decided to weight
the four choices themselves. We allowed ourselves the option of
"
assigning any weight from one through seven to each of the choices.
This allowed the means of the individual weighters to shift. The
mean of the four weighters was computed, for each choice and used
as the degree of the concept reflected by that choice. We found
this particular aspect of the research proj ect a rather difficult
task ourselves.
Our statistical plan was conceived to test not only the,
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statistic;::al sigJilifican'ce of.-the p'rbpositions, but to'desc;ribe g'eneral
characteristics of the data obtained. (Selltiz ~al, 1965) These
procedures would constitute me~"pures of quantitative and proba-
bility ana~ysis. The quantitative data would be obtained from the
individual weighted scores which would be averaged for each
respondent in the separate categories of casework and group work
in the two concepts, self-determination and confidentiality, result-
ing in four mean scores for each respondent. These could be
employed in a variety of different ways, appropriate to the statis-
tical methods to be used. Several specific statistical procedures
were selected as being appropriate to the study.
Proposition I
The Chi Square test was chosen as a suitable analysis of
frequency data. In using this procedure, it was planned to test
the significance of the discrepancies between observed and ex-
pected frequencies of individual mean scores from the use of the
two concepts, self-determination and confidentiality, by the two'
methods, casework and group work.
Proposition II
A method of determining correlation appeared to be indicated,
and for this the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient
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was selected. It was planned that this procedure would be employed
in determining correlation between individual respondents I mean
scores in casework and group work in the use of the two concepts.
Proposition III
Dealing with variables called for two different measures of
statistical analysis. In testing the variable of years of social
work experience, a Spearman Rank Correlation was the procedure
of choice. For the remaining variables, academic education in
group work, additional training in either method, preference for
casework or group work, and experience with groups, the F test
of variance was considered appropriate. It was believed that this
statistical procedure would determine the variability within the
group of the effect in practice of these four variables. (Ruch et aI.,
1958)
A further aspect of the analysis of the data was also con-
sidered neces sary as the research instrument included a section
in which the respondents could make written explanations of the
reasons for their choice of answers to the hypothetical social work
situations. Therefore, a rnethod of qualitative or content analysis
was necessary so that the information given by the sample in this
section of the questionnaires might be utilized to the fullest extent.
(Selltiz et al~, 1965)
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The process of content analysis selected would involve the
entire research group who would together read and study the
respondents' reasons for choices of action in the hypothetical
situations to determine the theme of each choice. These themes
would be classified into various categories a priori. As the hypo-
thetical situations had been constructed around the practiGe
principles drawn from the co.ncepts, self- determination and con-
fidentiality, it was considered important to use the practice
principle pertaining to the corresponding casework and group work
situations as one of the content categories. Since it was also
believed that the practice principles would not be exclusive of each
other in use, it was believed possible that other practice principles
might be reflected in the respondents' reason for choice. The
possibility that some persons might use the concept alone as a
reason, without further elaboration, was also considered as
another category, i. e., client's right to self-determination (or
confidentiality).
It was believed, too, that other factors might enter into the
reasons for choice, such as, maintaining the casework.relationshj.p,
expediency, or other conditions inherent in the hypothetical
situations.
CHAPTER V
STATISTICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter presents a descriptive and statistical analysis
of data as they relate to the three propositions posed for testing.
Proposition I
The workers I judgments of the use of self-determination
and confidentiality will be significantly influenced by the
unit of treatment, (one- to-one or group).
HI: GW ~ CW re: Self- de termina tion
H O: GW = CW re: Self-de termina tion
HI: GW ~ CW re: Confidentiality
H O: GW = CW re: Confidentiality
It was predicted in Proposition I that we would find a signifi-
cant difference between the scoring of self-determinationandconfi-
dentiality for the two methods, casework and group work. The null
hypothesis is that there would be no difference between the scoring
of self-determination and confidentialityfor the two methods. The
Chi Square Median Test (Siegel} 1956) was selected to test the signi-
ficance of the differences between the observed and expectedfre-
quencies of individual mean scores in the two methods, in relation
to self-determination and confidentiality. The Median Test is a
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procedure of testing whether two independent groups differ in
central tendency. The test was chosen since the casework and
group work scores in self-de terlllination and confidentiality were
independent satnples, and data provides for nOlllinal level of
llleas urelllent.
The test was applied to the data twice, once for self-
deterlllinationin casework and group work, and once for confiden-
tiality in ,the two tnethods. To arrange the data necessary for the,
Chi Square Median Test, thelllean scores of the respondents frOlll
the hypothetical situations in casework and group work in self-
determinationwerecotnbined frotn which the median was cOlllputed,
which was 5.45. The frequency of the scores was then recorded in
each of the "hight! or "low" cells, above or below the llledian value,
and were dichototnizedinto either the casework or group work cate-
gory. The level of significance used was p. 05, with one degree of
freedom.
The result of the Chi Square Median Test for self-d;eteimination
in casework and group work was a Chi-square value of 11.4. This
Chi-square value of 11.4 is significant at thep. 001 level, d. f. = 1,
N = 80. Since p. 001 is less thanp. 05, the decision was to reject
the null hypothesis and accept the alternate hypothesis, that there
was a significant difference in the scores of self-deterlllination
be tween, the two tne thods .
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HI: GW -# CW re: Self-determ:ination, accepted.
The Chi Square Median Test was applied in as.imilar manner
to the workers ' judgments in the use of confidentiality. The median
value was 5.32. The Chi-square was found tobe .2.5. A Chi-square
value of .25, with d.f. = 1, N = 80 was found to be significant at the
p. 70 level. Since p. 70 is greater than p. 05, the decision was to
reject the alternate hypothesis , and accept the null hypothesis that
there was no significant difference between the workers' scores in
judging confidentiality in casework and group work methods.
H
O
: GW = C W re: Confidentiality, accepted.
Proposition ,II
The correlation of workers' judgrn.ent of self-
deter:m.ination, between the casework and group
work situations, will be higher than these workers '
judgments of confidentiality (again between the case-
work and group work situations).
,HI: r s d > r c in,C Wand G W
It was predic ted in Proposition II that we would find a higher
correlation :inresponses of workers to the concept of self-
determination between the hypothetical casework and group work
situations that for the situations utilizing the concept of confiden-
tiality. The null hypothesis is that there will be no difference in
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the degree of correlation between casework and group work situa-
tions in the use of confidentiality and self-determination. The
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation ,Coefficient was used in
determining the degree of correlation between the two methods in
the use of the two concepts, self-detetminationand confidentiality.
This test was selected as it is the standard measure of correlation,
and is preferred above other correlation techniques because of
greater reliability, having a smaller standard error than other
methods. (Ruch, 1958) The individual respondents' mean scores
from the hypothe tical si tua tions of the four sec tions of the ques tion-
naire were used as quantitative data in these tests' of correlation.
Workers' judgm.ent of the use of self-determination in casework and
in group work was first correlated, resulting ina correlationcoef-
ficient of -.21, showing a very weak negative correlation in the use
of self-determination between the two social work methods. To
test whether this correlation coefficient, "r tl , is significantlydif-
ferent frQm zero, referenc ewas made to a· table of "r" and "R",
which showed a value as high as±. 312 for "r" was needed to be
significant at the p. 05 level with 38 degrees of freedO,m and two
variables.
Computing the Pearson: Product-Moment Correlation,Coeffi-
cient for correlation of workers' judgments in the use of confiden-
tiality between casework and group work :methods resul ted in a
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coefficient of +.41, a fairly strong positive correlation, statistically
significant at the p. 051evel which again called for an "r" of ±. 312
with 38 degrees of freedQm and two variables.
On the basis of thes e correIa tions and tes ts, it was evident
that the exact opposite of the proposition had occurred in the work-
ers· judgments of the hypothetical situations in the questionnaire.
Since the correlation of workers I judgments of self-determination
was not significantly different from zero, and since the correlation
of workers I judgments of confidentiality. was significantly positive,
it appears that neither of the two hypotheses is tenable. It is pro-
posed that the data suggest the following hypothes.is:
HZ: r
sd < r c inCW and GW.
Propos i tion III
Several selected variables will be significantly related
to the differential judgment by workers of the two con-
cepts of self-determination and confidentiality in case-
work and group work. These are: professional education
in group work m.ethod, other types of training in casework
or group· work method, .preference for the casework or
group work method, years of social· work experience,
and experience in work with groups.
Professional Education in Group- Work Method
2 2
HI: S GW Ed > S NoGW Ed in,SD GW
H O: SZGW Ed = S2No GW Ed in,SD GW
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2 2 in.Conf GWHI: S GW Ed > SNo GW Ed
H
O
:
2 2 inConf G WS GW Ed = SNoGWEd
HI:
2 2 in8D CWS GW Ed > S No GW Ed
2
S2No GW Ed in,SD CWH O: S GW Ed =
HI:
2 2 in :Conf CWS GW Ed > S No GW Ed
2 2 in,Conf CWH O: S GW Ed SNo GW Ed=
It was predic ted that there would be more variance in the judgments
of the hypothetical situations by those workers who did have group
work educa tionand less varianc ein judgments by workers who lack
this education, since the workers with group work education would
have a broader perceptual set. TheF Test was selected to test
the variable of professional education in group work method, be-
cause it is descr-ibedas being among the sharpest and most power~
ful of statistical tools for testing variance. (Ruch .. 1958) The F
Tes t also permits comparison of unequal sized groups. This was
impor tant in planning the s tatis tical procedures, as it was antici=
pated that the percentage of the sample having group work education
would be smaller than the percentage having Ol1ly casework educa=
tionin preparation for a master's degree. It was assumed that the
data being tested represented a normal distribution. (Siegel,1956)
In applying the F Tes t to the da ta, the mean scores of the
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respondents having had academic education in group work method
were separated from the sample and placed in the four categories,
casework and group work in self-determination, and casework and
group work in confidentiality. For the second group, only those
respondents who indicated having neither graduate education in
group work nor additional tra,ining in the group work method were
selected. This resulted in 24 respondents who indicated having no
group work training or education, compared to 11 respondents in
the firs t group who did have academic education in group work
method. The F Test was carried out four tim.es between the groups,
resulting in the data in the table on the following page.
The null hypotheses were accepted as the F Ratios were not
significant at the p.OS level, although it was evident in each case
that there was greater variance in the scores in both casework and
group work of the respondents having had group work education.
H O:
2 S2 inSD GW, accepted.
.8 GW Ed = iNo GW Ed
H O:
2 2 inConfGW, accepted.S GW Ed = 8 NoGWEd
H O:
2 2 in SD CW, accepted.8 GW Ed = S No GW Ed
H O:
8 2 2 inConf CW, accepted.= 8 NoGWEdGW Ed
Other Training in Group Work Method
It was predic ted that workers who did have training in group
TABLE II
Group
I
II
Group Work 'Education
No Group Work Education or Training
N
11
24
d. f.
10
23
p.05
GROUP WORK SITUA TIONS CASEWORK SITUATIONS
S elf- de ter:mina tion Confidentiality S elf-de ter:mina tion Confidentiali ty
Group I Group II Group I Group II Group I Group II Group I Group II
Mean 5.87 5.69 4.79 5.38 4.88 5.31 5.41 5.31
Range 4.80- 4.55- 3.20- 4.00- 4.00- 4.00- 4.20- 3.80-
6.65 6.95 6.3.0 6.45 6.10 6.50 6.95 6.95
Variance .4267 .2527 .949 .4376 .56014 .4421 .8486 .596
F Ratio 1.687 2.168 1. 27 1.42.3
\.1l
N
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work method, other than academic education, would show a greater
variance in their judgments of the use of self-determination and
confidentiality in the hypothetical casework and group work situa-
tions than, those workers who had n,o training or education in group
work method.
HI:
2 2 inSD GW5 GW Tr > S No GW Tr
H O:
2 2 in,SD GW5 GW = 5 No GWTr Tr
HI:
2 2 in ,Conf GW5 GW Tr > 5 No GW Tr
H
O
; 2 2 inConf GW:5 GW = 5 NoGWTr Tr
HI;
2 2 in 5D CW5 GW Tr >.5 GW Tr.No
H O:
2 2
.in SD CW5 GW Tr = 5 No GW Tr
HI;
2 2 in,Conf CW5 GW Tr >5 No GW Tr
H O:
2
=5 2 in ,Conf C W5 GW Tr .No GW Tr
The F Test was again applied, in this instance comparing
the variance of those respondents who indicated having had group
work training in seminars, in-service-trainingworkshops, staff
development, and institutes, with those who had no group work
training. There were five respondents who had training of this type
in group work method. This group was paired with the group of 24
respondents who had indicated having no training or education in
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group work whatever" The results of the F Test are shown in
Table III.
As none of the F ratios were significant at thep. 051evel,
the null hypotheses were accepted in all cases.
H O:
2 52 in.5D GW, accepted.5 GW =Tr No GW Tr
H O:
2 52 in .Conf GW, accepted.5 GW =Tr No GW Tr
2 52 in SD CW,H" S GW = accepted.O· Tr No GW Tr
H O:
2 2 in .Conf C W,5 GW = 5 No GW accepted.Tr Tr
Although not statistically significant,. the evidence does show that
those workers who had additional group work training such as semi-
nars and ins titutes, showed a greater variance in scores in all
instances except for the use of self-determination in casework
situations.
Other Training in Casework Method
It was also predic ted that the workers who had additional
training in caseworkm.ethod would reflect a broader perceptual
set by more variance in judgm.ents in the usenf the two concepts,
self-determ.ination and confidentiality, in the hypothetical situations.
HI:
2 52 inSD CW5 CW Tr > No CW Tr
H O:
2 2 in SD CW
·5.CW = 5 No CWTr Tr
TABLE III
Group
I
II
Group Work Training
No Group Work Training or .Education
N
5
24
d. f.
.4
23
p.05
GROUP WORK SITUA TIONS CASEWORK SITUATIONS
S elf- de termina tion C onfidentiali ty Self- de termina tion Confidentiality
Group I Group II Group I Group II Group I Group II Group 1 Group II
Mean 5.16 5.69 5.33 5.38 5.3,2 5.31 5.70. 5.31
Range 4.30- 4.55- 4.35- 4.00- 4.90- 4.00- 4.50- 3.80-
5.75 6.95 6.30 6.45 6.00 6.50 6.65 6.95
Variance .2837 .2527 .508 .438 .2682 .4421 .6412 .596
F Ratio 1.124 1. 16 1.65 1.076
01
01
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HI:
2 2 in .conf CW5 cw Tr > 5 No CW Tr
H O:
2 2 in.ConfCWS·CW = 5 No CWTr Tr
HI:
2 2 in SD GWS CW Tr > S No CW Tr
H O:
2 52 inSD GWS .CW Tr = No CW Tr
HI:
2 2 in .Conf GWSCW Tr -> S No CW Tr
H O:
2 52 in .Conf GWS CW =Tr No CW Tr
Nine respondents in the sample indicated that they did have
further training in casework method following completion of aca-
demic work for amaster1s degree. TheF Test was again applied
to this data, with comparison of variances between the nine respon-
dents having additional training in casework method and the 31
respondents having no additional casework training. The F Ratios
of these two groups in the use of the two concepts in the hypothetical
situations are shown in Table IV.
As the F Ratios between workers who had additional training
in casework method and those workers who had no additional train-
ing in casework lUethod were not statistically significant at thep. 05
level, the null hypotheses were accepted. There was not signifi-
cantly greater variance in scores of the workers I judgments for
those workers who did have other training in casework method.
However, those workers with additional casework training showed
TABLE IV
Group
I
II
Casework Training
No Casework Training
N
9
31
d. f.
8
30
p.05
Mean
Range
Variance
F Ratio
CASE WORK SITUA TIONS
Self- de te rmina tion C onfidential i ty
Group I Group II Group I Group II
5.06 5.19 5.47 5.35
4.00- 4.00- 3.80- 3.80-
6.00 6.50 6.65 6.95
.3424 .512 .7545 .6407
1.50 1. 18
GROUP WORK SITUA TIONS
Self-determination Confidentiality
Group 1 GroupII Group I Group II
5.44 5.77 5.52 5.15
4.30- 4.55- 4.35- 3.20-
6.00 6.95 6.30 6.45
.3764 .3033 .3940 .6806
1.24 1.74
l.J:I-
-J
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greater variance in the use of confidentiality in casework situations,
and in the use of self-determination in group work situations.
H O:
2 52 in8D CW, accepted.S CW =Tr No CW Tr
H O:
2 52 in .Conf CW, accepted.5 CW =Tr No CW Tr
H O:
2 52 inSD GW, accepted.,8.CW =Tr No CW Tr
H O:
2 52 in ,Conf GW, accepted.8.CW =Tr No CW Tr
Other Training in both,Casework and Group Work Method
No statistical procedures were carried out for this variable,
since only four respondents indicated that they had additional train-
ing in both casework and group work method.
Preference for Casework or Group Work Method
No statistical test was applied to the data for this variable
because only three respondents indicated a preference for group
work. In addition, two respondents stated they,preferred neither
method. However, it was interesting to note that the threeres;pon-
dents preferring group work method had an exceedingly low group
,mean score, 4.28, in the use of confidentiality in group work in the
hypothetical situations. Their other mean scores were comparable
to the other groups having either group work education or group
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work training. These three persons did have graduate education in
group work.
Years of Social Work Experience
It was predicted that there would be a correlation between
years of social ·work experience and scores of workers I judgments
of the hypothetical situations in the use of self-determination and
confidentiality in the two social-work nlethods.
1-1 1 : "SW Exp vs SD CW # 0 HI: " SW Exp vs Conf CW # 0s . s
H
O
: " SW Exp vs SD CW = 0 H O: " SW Exp vs Conf CW = 0s s
HI: " SW Exp vs SD GW # 0 HI: " SW Exp vs Conf GW # 0s s
H
O
: " SW Exp vs SD GW = 0 H O
: " SW Exp vs ·Conf GW = 0
s s
The Spearman Rank Correlation was applied to the data of
years of social work experience in relation to mean scores of indi-
vidual respondents in each of the four categories, casework and
group work in self-determination, and casework and group work in
confidentiality, to de termine exis tance of rela tionships. It was
assumed that the data met two requirements necessary for this
procedure, hornoscedasticity and linearity of regression. (Ruch,
1958) To determine if these correlation values were significant at
the p. 05 level, they were cpnver ted into "t" scores, as the number
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of scores was over 30. The correlation values and corresponding
tit" values were:
Self-determination in casework
Self-determination in group work
Confidentiality in cas ewor k
Confidentiality in group work
"s
+.364
- .12
+.026
-.0119
tit"
+2.41
- .. 355
t .051
- .037
The correlation va)ue, " ' of t. 364 for self-determination in
s
casework was significant at the p. 05 level, with N = 40, d. f. 38;
therefore, the alternate hypothesis was accepted in that there was
a s_ignificant positive correlation between scores of workers I judg-
ments and years of s.ocial work experience in the use of self-
determination in the hypothetical casework situations. Since no
significant correlation value existed between years of social· work
experience and scores of workers I judgments in self-de termination
in group work, and in confidentiality in both casework and group
work in the hypothetical situations, these three null hypotheses were
accepted at thep. 05 level.
HI: "s SW Exp vs SD CW ;f. 0, accepted.
H O: "sSWExpvsSDGW = 0, accepted.
H O: "s SW Exp vs Conf CW = 0, accepted.
H O: "sSWExpvs ConfGW = 0, accepted.
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Although not statistically significant, there was a slightly negative
correlation between years of social work experience and the use of
self-determination in group work; a slightly positive correlation
between years of social work experience and the use of confiden-
tiality in casework; a very slight negative correlation between years
of social work experience and the use of confidentiality in group
work.
Experience with Groups
It waspredic ted that those workers who had experience with
gr.oups would also show a wider variance , reflecting a broader per -
ceptual set, in the scores of their judgments of the hypothetical
s i tua Hons , than those workers who did not have experience in work-
ing with groups.
HI: 8
2
> 8
2 in,8D CWE:x;p Gr No Exp Gr
H O: 8
2
= 8 2 in,8D CWExp Gr No Exp Gr
HI: 8
2
> -8
2 in.Conf.CWExp Gr No Exp Gr
H O: 8
2
= 8 2 in.Conf CW
'Exp Gr No Exp Gr
H( 8 2 > -8 2 in,8D GWExp Gr No Exp Gr
H O: 8
2
= 8 2 inSD GWExp Gr No Exp Gr
HI: 8
2
> 8
2 in,Conf GWExp Gr No Exp Gr
H S2
0: ·Exp Gr = S2 in.Gonf GWNo Exp Gr
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For this variable, the F Test was again selected to deter-
rrline the influence of the workers I experience upon their individual
tnean scores of their judgtnents of the hypothetical situations ..Nine-
teen respondents indicated having had experience in group work,
cotnpared to twenty-one respondents who had no experience with
groups. The following table shows the results of those F Tes ts in
the use of the two concepts in the hypothetical situations.
The F Ratio ,of 2.72 of workers I judgements in the use of
confidentiality in the hypothetical casework situations was signifi-
cant at the p. 05 level, reflecting the greater variance of the re-
spondents who had group work experience. These respondents also
showed a greater variance in the judgments of the use of confiden-
tiality in group work and the use of self-determination.in casework,
although the F ratios were not statistically significant at thep. 05
level. We were able, therefore, to accept the alternate hypothesis
for workers I judgments of the use of confidentiality in casework,
that those workers having had experience in working with groups
would have a greater variance of scores than those workers who
had no group work experience. The null hypotheses were accepted
for the three other categories, use of self-detertninationin group
Group
I
II
TABLE V
Group Work Experience
No Group Work Experience
N
19
21
d. f.
18
20
p .. 05
Mean
Range
Variance
F Ratio
GROUP WORK SITUA TIONS CASEWORK SITUATIONS
Self- de term.ina tion .C onfidentiali ty Self-determ.ination Confidentiality
Group I Group II Group I Group II Group I Group II Group I Group II
5.84 5.57 5. 12 5.28 5.59 5.06 5.36 5.41
5.15- 4.30- 3.20- 4.20- 4.00- 4.00- 3.80- 4.50-
6.95 6.30 6.30 6.45 6.50 6.50 6.95 6.95
.3216 .3,309 .7351 .5377 .6951 .3679 1.0001 .3676
1. 028 1.39 1.89 2.72
0'
LN
work, use of confidentiality in group work, and use of self-
determination in casework.
HI: 8
2
> 8
2 inConf CW, accepted.Exp Gr NoExp Gr
He: 8
2
= 8 2 in SD CW, accepted.Exp Gr No Exp Gr
He: 8
2
= 8 2 in.Conf GW, accepted.Exp Gr NoExp Gr
He: 8
2
=
s2 in,SD GW, accepted.Exp Gr No Exp Gr
Analysis of Content
The following analysis of content reviews each prac tice
principle, the casework and group work situation used to exem·-
plify it, and the frequency that each of the four choices '(that
had been weighted from leas t tomos t indicative of the concept)
were chosen by the respondents . Finally, the reasons for choice
and their frequency are itemized for all of the prac tice situations
in the schedule.
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE I (SELF-DETERMINATION)
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The social worker recognizes his limitations in forcing challge upon allother person whose
internal needs and conflicts are complex; therefore he sees his role chiefly as one of stimulating
thought about alternative choices without removing responsibility from the client. .
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a family service agency where your assignment is to
provide short-term counselling to an 18 year old girl considering marriage to a college student.
TABLE VI
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE I OF SELF - DETERMINATION
Possible Choices N.40
Weighting
(least to
most)
Frequency
of
Choice
Advise the girl not to marry because she would have to work to
support the family as long as the boy remains in school. In addi-
tion, she will be able to choose a husband more wisely when she
is a little older.
Suggest the girl "go steady" for at least a year and then reconsider
whether she wishes to marry.
Tell the girl some of the difficulties you forsee in an ea.rly marri-
age but it is up to her to make her own decision. She can make
marriage a success if she is willing to work at it.
Discuss with the girl both the advantages and disadvantages of
early marriage in general and some of the pros and cons of her
particular situation but refrain from making a recommendation.
1.00
4.75
7.00
o
o
3
37
Reasons for Choice:
Practice Principle I
Practice Principle V
Concept
Practice Principle II
Further Diagnosis
Practice Principle III
Situation
No Answer
Frequency of Choice
21
5
5
4
2
1
1
1
N =40
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE I (SELF...DETERMINATION)
The social worker recognizes his limitations in forcing change upon another person whose
internal needs and conflicts are complex; therefore/he sees his role chiefly as one of stimulating
thought about alternative choices .without removing responsibility from the client.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a home for unwed mothers. In a group meeting
you encounter the problem of a new girl being subjected to group criticism because she does not do
her share of the work.
TABLE VII
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUI' WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE 1 OF SELF-DETERMINJ\TION
Intercede and tell the group to quit hazing the newcomer.
Remind the group how it was for them when they first came and
suggest they give the new girl time to learn how to do things.
Refrain from comment, believing that the other girls will
soon accept the newcomer as she becomes more conforming.
Praise the group for its help to new girls and invite their sug-
gestions as to how the orientation process might be made more
pleasant for all concerned.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 0
3.75 20
5.50 16
7.00 4
N =40Possible Choices
Re2.sons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N =40
Practice Principle I
Practice Principle V
Practice Principle III
Practice Principle IV
Further Diagnosis
Concept
Group Values
No Answer
Situation
Practice Principle II
14
7
7
5
2
1
1
1
1
1
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE II (SELF';'DETERIvIINATION)
The social worker refrains from imposing upon clients his own values, goals, and methods of
performance in order to protect the right of the clients to make their own decisions.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker who takes a teenage girl from a fostet home on a
shopping trip for clothing. The girl likes and wishes to buy a dress that you consider too short and
close-fitting for best appearance.
TABLE VIII
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE· PRINCIPLE II OF SELF-DETERMINATION
Ask the salesgirl to find the same dress in a larger size.
Tell the· teenager she cannot buy the dress.
Allow the teenager to buy the dress with the stipulation that she
must let the hem down.
Allow the teenager to buy the dress as it is without making any
stipulation for change.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 6
2.75 19
4.50 3
7.00 12
N.40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice
Practice Principle II ~O
Practice Principle IV 10
Practice Principle I 7
Bearer of Community Values 4
No Self-Determination 3
Practice Principle V 3
Situation 1
No Answer 1
Practice Principle III 1
N =40
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE II (SELF-DETER1V1INATION)
The social worker refrains from imposing upon clients his own values, goals, and methods of
performance in order to protect the right of the clients to make their own decisions.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker assigned to a girls' club which meets at a settlement
house. Members are thirteen and fourteen years old. They are planning a party and want to invite
boys and wear their "grubbies". (informal clothing)
TABLE IX
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE. OF GROUP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE II OF SELF-DETER1V1INATION
Refrain from making any suggestions tothe group as to guests
or dress.
Remind them of the last party when some of the boys tore down
decorations and were in other ways not well-mannered.
Suggest they wear dressier clothing since boys behave in a more
gentlemanly fashion when dressed up.
Suggest they should not ask boys because they are too young to
be dating.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.59 1
3..75 11
4.25 5
7.00 23
N = 40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N = 40
Practice Principle II 18
Practice Principle I 9
Practice Principle IV 4
Bearer of Community Values 3
Practice Principle V 3
Situation 2
No Answer 1
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE III (SELF-DETERMINATION)
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The social worker guides clients toward finding new ways to solve their problems so that clients
may retain their self-respect and increase their confidence.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a public welfare agency assigned to a family consist-
ing of a mother and young children. The mother prefers to live in a house with neither water nor
electricity, which does not provide protection from the weather. Although entitled to an increased
amount of money to cover the cost of better housing, the mother claims their wa.y of life to be .
emotionally healthy.
TABLE X
POS.SIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUEN'CY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE III OF SELF·DETERMINATION
Continue to provide financial aid to the family and refrain
from discussing the housing situation further.
Infer that unless a change is made, there may be legal action
concerning the children remaining in the home.
Locate other housing for the family.
Suggest the mother look for other hOuSin~ .that ,more nearly
meets the community standard for decency and health.
Possible Choices N =40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 0
2.75 2
5.00 10
6.75 28
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice
Practic~ Principle III 14
Bearer of Community Values 11
(for protection of children)
Practice Principle I . 6
Further Diagnosis 3
Practice Principle IV 3
Situation 1
No Answers 1
Concept 1
N =40
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE III (SELF-DETERMINATION)
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The social worker guides clients toward finding new ways to solve their problems so that
clients may retain their self-respect and increase their confidence.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker who meets weekly with a group of ADC mothers to
discuss some of their problems. In the course of a meeting, the mothers express concern regarding
supervision of their adolescent children.
TABLE XI
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE III OF SELF-DETERMINATION
Tell them they should insist their children report where they
are going, whom they will be with, and set a definite time for
them to be home.
Advise them to read a book on Living With Your Teenager which
will help them understand how children feel and act.
Suggest they discuss further some specific problems such as
dating, staying out late, drinking.
Suggest that some of them have experience with teenagers
which they migM like to share so as to be helpful to others
who have questions.
Possible Choices N =40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 6
3.50 9
4.25 5
6.75 20
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice
Practice Principle III 20
Practice Principle V 9
Practice Principle I 5
No Self-Determination 2
Concept 1
Practice Principle II 1
No Answer 1
Compliments Group, Methods 1
N =40
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV (SELF-DETERMINATION)
The social worker should be aware of a client's capacity to act for himself in order that the
worker does not expect self...determination beyond tha.t which is possible for the client.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a public welfare agency. An aged client who lives
alone in a rural area is reported by neighbors to have fainting spells. They believe he should be
taken to an old people's home. However, the client is sentimentally attached to his home where
he has lived for many years. '
TABLE XII
POSSlBLE CHOICES. WEIGHTING, AND FREQUEN"CY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV OF SELF-DETERMINATION
Point out various possibilities open to him in sheltered living
situations.
Tell him the names of several hane~ for the elderly and insist he
make a decision as to which home he will go.
Make arrangements for him to visit several homes for elderly
persons.
Respect the client's decision to stay in his own home and suggest
housekeeping services.
Weighting Frequency
_(least to of
most) Choice
1.25 10
2.25 3
5.00 23
7.00 4
N =40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N =40
Practice Principle IV
Practice Principle I
Practice Principle II
Further Diagnosis
Concept
Situation
No Answer
15
12
6
3
2
1
1
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV (SELF-DETERMINATION)
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The social worker should be aware of a client's capacity to act for himself in order that the
worker does not expect self-determination beyond that which is possible for the client.
CROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a correctional institution who meets with a group
of girls aged 16 and 17. They are discussing their forthcoming retlU'n to public high schools, are
poorly motivated academically, and would like to be excused from further attendance. Oregon
compulsory school attendance law states that all children must attend school until they are 18 or
graduate from high school unless they are formally excused from school through action of their local
school board initiated by their legal guardian.
TABLE XIII
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV OF SELF-DETERMINATION
Advise them they must comply with the law.
Say that all of them must at least try public school. If they
fail, their request may be reconsidered.
Tell them it is highly desirable they remain in school for they
cannot get good jobs without more education.
Agree to talk with school officials about the possibility that
some of them, depending on their scholastic ability, maybe
excused from further school attendance.
Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Practice Principle IV
Community Standards
Practice Principle I
Further Diagnosis
Situation
Practice Principle V
Pra.ctice Principle III
No Answer
No Self-Determination
N =40
Frequency of Choice
17
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
N =40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 2
4.00 0
4 •. 00 7
7.00 31
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V (SELF-DETERMINATION)
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The social worker encourages the fullest possible participation of the clients in the working
through of their problems so that the clients may increase their ability to find more effective solu-
tions to their needs.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a child welfare worker who is approached by a fourteen year old
boy who reqtiests that you place him in a different foster home as he complains his present foster
parents are too strict and do not understand him. The foster parents admit that the boy is rebelling
against family "rules", but are willing to have him remain in their home.
TABLE XIV
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V OF SELF-DETERMINATION
Possible Choices N =40
Weighting
(least to
most)
Frequency
of
Choice
Have a talk with the boy, advising him to straighten up and start
following the rules.
Attempt to dissuade the· boy from the plan of going to another
foster home, and advise him to make a concerted effort to .get
along for a month's time. If this dres not work out, plan to dis-
cuss the problem with him again.
Arrange for the boy to meet with you to consider why he is not
getting along before attempting to find another foster home for
him.
Arrange some trial visits to foster homes for the boy to decide
which home he wants.
1.25
4.75
7.00
2
2
36
o
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N =40
Practice Principle V
Further Diagnosis
Practice Principle IV
Practice Principle III
Situation
Practice Principle I
No Answer
19
7
4
4
3
2
1
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V (SELF-DETERIvUNATION)
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The social worker encourages the fullest possible participa.tion of the clients in the working
through of their problems so that the clients may increase their ability to find more ef£ective solu-
tions to their needs.
CROUP WORK SITUAnON: You are a social worker with a group of early adolescent boys who
hold activity club meetings in a heighborhood house. The Board of Directors has complained that
damage to the building has resulted from overly-rough play of the boys.
TABLE XV
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GRO UP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V OF SELF-DETERIvUNAnON
Discuss the problem with the group, inviting their ideas about
how they could prevent further damage.
Limit their activities to certain sports and insist that there be no
horseplay on the side.
Tell them that any more property damage caused by them will
result in their no longer being able to use the building.
Request that the boys be more respectful of the property.
Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Practice Principle V
Practice Principle IV
Situation
Practice Principle III
Pr~ctice PrincipIe I
Practice Principle II
No Self-Determination
No Answer
N. 40
Frequency of Choice
28
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
N =40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.75 0
2.25 0
4.75 0
7.00 40
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE I (CONFIDEN"TIALITY)
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In order to establish basic· trust between clients and .worker which'is necessary for a social
work relationship, the worker will convey to the client by some means oT verbal communication,
the assurance that personal information revealed by the clients will be used only in the clients' best
interests in accordance with the values and ethics of the social work profession.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a family counselling agency where a distraught
client comes for help with her marital problems. During one of the early interviews, the client
inaclvertently reveals the existence of an illegitimate child she has since placed for adoption.
Neither her husband nor her friends know about this child and she is admittedly reluctant to dis-
cuss the matter further with you.
TABLE XVI
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUEN"CY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTIVE PRINCIPLE I OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Inform the client this information will be shared with other legiti-
mate persons who have an honest interest in her welfare ..
Inform the client the information will be shared with others within
the agency and with other agencies in order to better help her with
her problems.
Inform the client the information may be shared with others within
the agency in order to facilitate treatment of her problems.
Inform the client personal information will be revealed to no one
without her prior consent. .
Possible Choices N·40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.25 1
2.25 0
4.00 10
7.00 29 -
Reasons for Choice:
Practice Principle I
Practice Principle III
Concept
Situation
No Answer
Frequency of Choice
16
12
10
1
1
N =40
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE I (CONFIDENTIALITY)
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In order to establish basic trust hetween client a'nd worker which is necessary for a social
work relationship, the worker will convey to the client by some means "f verbal communication,
the assurance that personal information revealed by the clients will be used only in the client's best
interests in accordance with the values and ethics of the social work profession.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker who is meeting the first time with a group of mothers
whose children are ha.ving problems in school. They are hesita.nt to discuss personal y~t pertinent
information about their family situations.
TABLE xvn
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE I OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Inform the group they may discuss what is said in the meetings
with spouses and friends who may help With their advice.
Inform the group they may discuss the content of the group meet-
ings with whomever they want since most parents have similar
problems with their children and they would understand.
Inform the group it is alright if they discuss what is said in the
group with their spouses. .
Inform the group they can feel free to discuss personal matters
during their meetings for what is said in the meetings must re-
main within the group setting.
Possible Choices N =40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.50 3
1.50 4
4.50 5
7.00 28
Reasons for Choice:
Practice Principle I
Group Decision
No Confidentiality
(not practical)
No Answer
Concept
Practice Principle III
Situation
Frequency of Choice
23
4
4
4
3
1
1
N. 40
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE II (CONFIDENTIALITY)
In order to protect the welfare of the comm1U1ity" social workers will purposefully advise
their clients to reveal information known to them that would be useful to law enforcement agencies
in performing their f1U1ction of comm1U1ity protection.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a welfare agency. During a regularly scheduled
visit with you, :it client reveals she recently overheard her brother and :it friend planning a bank
robbery. The client cannot decide whether to inform the police or to do nothing and r1U1 the risk
this crime will be committed which will endanger both her brother and the community.
TABLE XVIII
POSSIBLE CHOICES', WEIGHTING, .AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF CASEWO RK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE II OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Keep this informatioTl private and within the confines of the
worker-client relationship.
Try to convince the client she must notify the police of this situ-
ation but if you are unsuccessful, notify them yourself.
After the client leaves the interview, pick up the telephone and
notify the police of this situation.
Take no action 1U1less the police should question you concerning
this situation and then be cooperative.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 0
3.00- 25
5.25 0
7.00 15
N.40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N =40
Practice Principle II
Practice Principle I
Concept
No Answer
SeIf''Determination
26
7
4
2
1
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE II (CONFIDENTIALITY)
In order to protect the welfare of the community, social workers will purposefully advise
their clients to reveal information known to them that would be useful to law enforcement agencies
in performing their function of community protection.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker who has established contact with a gang of teenage
boys and are holding regular meetings in a local community center. During one of these meetings,
a memb,er reveals that the gang has been involved in a series of recent store break-ins in the neigh-
borhood. This information is not known to the local police and if they become aware of it, the bOY1i
may incur a severe penalty.
TABLE XIX
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE II OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Inform the police about this situation as soon as the meeting is over.
Take no action unless the police should question you concerning
this situation, then be cooperative.
Tell the group they have a week to correct the situation. If they do
not, you may have to turn them over to the police.
Encourage the boys, during the meeting, to reveal their infractions
to the police and volunteer to accompany them to the police
station to assist in any way possible.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.25 0
3.75 2
5.25 2
6.00 36
Nil 40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N. 40
Practice Principle II
Practice Principle I
Situation
No Answer
18
16
3
3
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE III (CONFIDENTIALITY )
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In order to maintain a continuity of confidentiality for clients between various workers and
agencies, social workers will release private information about their clients only tothose who will
respect the confidential nature of the information.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker who finds it necessary to refer your client to another
agency where more specialized treatment forl1is problem is available. However, you are not sure
to what degree the confidentiality of the information concerning your client will be respected by
the receiving agency.
TABLE XX
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE· III OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Refer your client to the agency and forward all pertinent informa-
tion to their staff.
Mark all personal information with a confidential stamp and forward
it to the ag ency•
Contact the agency to determine how the personal information about
your client will be handled before making your decision of referral.
Withhold personal information about your clienf.
Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Practice Principle III
Concept
No Answer
Situation
Agency Policy
N- 40
Frequency of Choice
34
2
2
1
1
N =40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.25 10
3.25 2
5.50 25
7.00 3
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE III (CONFIDENTIALITY)
In order to maintain a continuity of confidentiality for clients between various workers and
agencies, social workers will release private information about their clients only to those who will
respect the confidentiaI nature of the information.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a juvenile correctional institution who has been
working with a group of adolescents, all of whom have been released within the past thirty days.
You are visited by a worker from a social agency who is now working with this group. He requests
all the information you have about his clients.
TABLE XXI
POSSIBLE CHOICES,. WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE III OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Give the worker access to all the information in your files.
Tell him your files are confidential and you can give him no
information about the group members.
Give the worker access to the files about members of the group
after being assured all informatim will be kept confidential.
Give the worker access to the information if he has a release
signed by all the group members.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 4
3.25 13
5.25 23
7.00 0
N. 40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N =40
Practice Principle III
Concept
Practice Principle I
Situation
No Answer
No Confidentiality
22
6
4
3
3
2
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV (CONFIDENTIALITY)
In order to protect the privacy and integrity of the client, a social worker will not obtain
information about a client by requesting it from collateral sources without the client's knowledge
and/or consent.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a family service agency who has just completed an
interview with a client who is having problems with her marriage. As you review your notes, you
discover this client has been known to a particular state mental hospital.
TABLE XXII
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUEN"CY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUAnON. OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Write the hospital requesting information but do not mention this
to the client.
Phone the client to ask if you may write the hospital for informa-
tion about her.
Send the client a letter telling her you are writing the hospital
for information about her.
Wait a week until the next interview and then ask the client if
you may write the hospital for information about her.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.00 0
3.00 0
4.75 5
7.00 35
N·40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N =40
Practice Principle IV
Practice Principle I
Concept
No Answer
Situation
23
14
1
1
1
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV (CONFIDENTIALITY)
In order to protect the privacy and integrity of the client, a social worker will not obtain
information about a client by requesting it from collateral sources without the client's knowledge
and/or consent.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a county welfare department working with a
group of ADC mothers. During a group discussion, several of the members mention having partic:-
ip~ted . in. group marriage counselling at mental health clinics in other cities. This information
was previously unknown to your agency and you would like to have summaries of clinic contacts
with these women.
TABLE XXIII
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUP WORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE IV OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Privately ask each client if you may try to obtain a summary.
Ask the group to decide if summaries should be obtained about
the members concerned.
Convene a subgroup of those with the prior marriage counseling
experience and ask their permission to write for the summaries.
Write for the summaJ:i~s and discuss their implicatiotls with the
clients later if pertinent to treatment.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1.75 0
2.50 7
5.25 6
7.00 27
N =40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice
Individual decision is needed 22
Practice Principle IV 13
No Answer 2
Practice Princi pIe I 2
Concept 1
N =40
PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V (CONFIDENTIALITY)
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In order to insure the client's right to privacy, the physical facilities will be so arranged that
the personal information about clients will be discussed only among those persons who are" directly
concerned with the treatment.
CASEWORK SITUATION: You are a worker in a settlement house. One of your clients is a
neighborhood gang leader who has been referred by the school. After several interviews, he is
still quite resistant. You know he has called other boys "sissy" for coming into the settlement
house. One afternoon, while a basketball game is in progress, you notice this boy covertly look-
ing in through a window toward your office which opens off the basketball floor. You are aware
he has family problems and may need someone to talk to.
TABLE XXIV
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING, AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF CASEWORK
SITUATION OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V OF CONFIDENTIALITY
Go outside, talk to him briefly and invite him to return after
the other boys have gone.
Gently maneuver the boy through the gymnasium and into your
office for a private chat.
Take him to a nearby coffee shop and talk to him there.
Possible Choices
Call out and invite him in.
Reasons for Choice:
Pr:;tctice Principle V
Establishing a relationship
is more important than
confidentiality
No Confidentiality
No Answer
Concept
Situation
N·40
Frequency of Choice
23
9
4
2
1
1
N. 40
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
1. 75 9
2.75 5
5.00 3
6.75 23
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PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V (CONFIDENTIALITY)
In order to insure the client's right to privacy,. the physical facilities will be so arranged that
the persond informa.tion about clients will be discussed only among those persons who are directly
concerned with the treatment.
GROUP WORK SITUATION: Vou are a worker in a family service agency who has just formed a
new therapy group. Meetings are to be held each Thursday at 10:00 A. M. in the agency confer-
ence room. On the afternoon before the first meeting t you find a meeting of the agency board of
directors has been scheduled for the conference room at the same time as your meeting. The board
of directors cannot be moved. There is no other room in the agency large enough for your group
.except the agency lounge which will be unoccupied except for an occasional person crossing it as
a shortcut to other areas.
TABLE XXV
POSSIBLE CHOICES, WEIGHTING" AND FREQUENCY OF CHOICE OF GROUP WORK
SITUAnON OF PRACTICE PRINCIPLE V OF CONFIDENTIAliTY
Reschedule your meeting for the a,fternoon when the confer-
ence room will be availa.ble.
Schedule your meeting for one corner of the lounge and use
a portable screen to partially isolate the area.
Since the day promises to be warm, hold your meeting on the
patio beside the building.
Schedule your meeting for one corner of the lounge and post
notices of the meeting outside the lounge, realizing this will
not guarantee no one will come through.
Weighting Frequency
(least to of
most) Choice
2.25 5
2.75 12
3.25 3
7.00 20
N. 40Possible Choices
Reasons for Choice:
Frequency of Choice N = 40
Practice Principle V
Expediency is more impor-
tant than confidentiality
Social wotk relationship is
more important than
confidentiality
No Confidentiality
No Answer
26
10
2
1
1
CHAPTER VI
FINDINGS AND· CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this exploratory study was to assess, through
the judgments of professional social workers, the use of the two
concepts, self-determination and confidentiality, in casework
and social group work situations. It was assumed by the study
group that these two concepts were overlapping referents in case-
work and group work practice. Community organization and ad-
ministration methods of social work were omitted from the study
as the focus was limited to the two methods of social work prac-
tice which provide direct service to clients.
Propositions
Proposition I stated that the workers' judgments of the use
of self-determination and confidentiality would be significantly
influenced by the unit of treatment. Proposition I was substantiated
only in relation to self-determination. Findings indicated that there
was significant difference in the workers I judgments of the use of
self-determination in casework and group work practice (X2=ll. 4,
p. 001 level, d. f. =1, for a two-tailed test). In testing the differ-
ence in the workers I judgments of the use of confidentiality in
casework and group work situations, no significant difference
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was found ,(X2 =. 25, d. f. =1, for a two-tailed test, at p. 70 level).
The above evidence indicates that the unit of treatment was not
significant in workers' judgments of the use of confidentiality,
but the unit of treatment was significant in workers' judgments of
the use of self-determination in the hypothetical situations.
Proposition II stated that the correlation of workers' judg-
ments of self-determination between the casework and group work
situations would be higher than these workers' judgments of con-
fidentiality between the casework and group work situations.
PropositionII was not substantiated. at the p. 05 level of significance.
Evidence showed that there was a non- significant negative correla-
tion between self-determination in casework and group work
method. However, in testing the workers' judgments of the use
of confidentiality between the casework and group work situations,
it was found that the Pearson Product Moment Coefficient equalled
t. 41 which was statistically significant at the p. 05 level showing. a
fairly strong positive correlation between the workers' judgments
of the use of confidentiality between the two' methods. On the
basis of these correlations and tests, it was evident that the exact
opposite of this proposition had occurred in workers I judgments of
the hypothetical situations. Since the correlation of workers'
judgments of self-determination was not significantly different
from zero and since the correlation of workers' judgments of
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confidentiality was significantly positive, it appeared that neither
the research nor the null hypothesis were tenable. Therefore, it
is proposed that the data suggest the following hypothesis.
Correlation in self-determination between casework and group
wor-k methods is less than correlation of confidentiality in case-
work and group work methods .
H: r
sd '< r c in CW and GW.
Proposition III stated that several selected variables will be
significantly related to the differential judgment by workers of the
two concepts of self-determination,and confidentiality in casework
and group work.
Professional Education in Group Work Method
It was predicted that there would be more variance in judg-
m.ents of the hypothetical situations by those workers who did have
group work education and less variance in judgments by workers
who, lacked this education since the workers with group. work
education would have a broader perceptual set. Although the null
hypotheses were accepted as the F Ratios were not significant at
the p. 05 level, it was evident in each ca-se that there was greater
variance in the scores in both casework and group work of the
respondents having had group work education.
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Other Training in Group Work
. It was predic ted that workers who did have training in group
work lllethod other than academic education would show greater
variance in their judgments of the hypothetical situations than
those workers who had no training in group work method. As none
of the F Ratios were significant at the p. 05 level, the null hypo-
theses were accepted in all cases.
Other Training in .Casework
It was also predic ted that workers who did have training in
casework.lllethod, other than academic education, would show
greater variance in their judgments of the hypothetical situations
than thos e workers who had no training .. Neither the F Ratios for
casework nor group work situations showed significant difference
for those who had additional training in casework method.
Other Training in Both Casework and Group Work
No statistical procedures were carried out for this variable
since only four respondents indicated that they had additional train-
ingin both methods.
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Preference for Casework or Group Work Method
No statistical procedures were applied to the data for this
variable as only three respondents indicated a preference fo r
group work method.
Years of Social Work Experience
. It was predicted that there would be a correlation between
years of social work experience and the application of workers I
judgments in the scores of the hypothetical situations. Significant
positive correlation was found between the scores of workers
judgments in the use of self-determination in casework and years
of social work experience, (" s = +.364, p. 05 level, d .. f. 38).
There did not prove to be any significant correlation between year s
of experience and self-determination in group work judgments,
confidentiality and casework judgments, and confidentiality and
group work judgments.
Experience in Work With Groups
None of the F Ratios were statistically significant at the
p. 05 level except for that F Ratio. reflecting .workers' judgments
in the use of confidentiality in hypothetical casework situations.
The variance in the scores of those respondents having group
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Content Analysis
We found that the practice principles were not utilized
exclusively of one another but rather that they had overlapping
referrents. This indicates to us that ideas and concepts in
practice do not appear: as self-contained entities but rather as
complex interdependent ideas that combine to form all of social
work theory.
We noted that numerous times choices were made that would
maintain and improve the worker-client relationship, these choices
taking precedence over other choices that reflected the practice
principle. Therefore, this phenomenon appears to indicate the
relative importance of the worker-client relationship in social
work practice. Some indication is evident that social workers
consider themselves as bearers of community values and norms
and consider this function to be more important than providing the
client with self-deteJ;"mination.
In one situation, more than half of the respondents felt that,
when information of a personal nature was needed, it was better
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to handle this on an individual basis than in the group. This would
seem to indicate that information gathering for diagnostic purposes
is :p.ot to be included in the content of the group process.
Self-determination in Casework Situations
A survey of the responses to the five hypothetical casework
situations concerned with self-deterrnination indicated that a large
number of respondents were guided by the use of the practice
principles relating to situations one, three, and five. However,
in situations two and four, other practice principles not reflected
by those particular situations were chosen Illore frequently as
guides to the respondents I chQices. Therefore, although each
hypothetical situation was constructed to reflect one practice
principle, the difficulty of isolating ideas in each principle was
apparent. O~her considerations such as the type of situations
and/ or using the concept of self-deterIllin.ation in a "pure" sense
isolated from other factors affected the reasons for several of the
respondents I choices.
Self-deterIllination in Group Work Situations
The lJ.se of self-deterIllination in the group work situations
was similar to that in.the casework situations in that the practice
principles around which the hypothetical situations were formulated
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generally guided the respondents' reasons for choice. Again,
however, some use of different practice principles was apparent.,
this time in situations one, two, and three. Also, some choices
were based on consideration for the group decision··rnaking process.
Some respondents addressed themselves to utilizing the concept of
self-determination by itself in making their respective choices.
Confidentiality in Casework Situations
Here we noted a consistent use of the practice principle as a
guide for the reasons of the respondents' choices, even more so
than in the self-determination casework situations. There was
less use of other practice principles as guides to the respondents'
choice, perhaps because there was less area of overlap in the
practice principles for confidentiality than for self-determination.
In practice principle five concerning the privacy of the physical
facility, nine respondents indicated that they felt preservation of
the wotker ... client relationship was more important than confiden-
tiality.
Confidentiality in Group Work Situations
The use of confidentiality in group work was les s strongly
affected by the particular practice principle but was more sub-
jected to pressures from outside factors. For exam·ple, in the
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hypothetical situation constructed around practic principle two, the
respondents believed it was almost as important to preserve the
relationship between worker and client (reflecting practice principle
one) as to consider the question of the worker's responsibility to
the community. In the group situation reflecting practice prin-
ciple four, 22 respondents believed an individual casework decision
was needed rather than to discuss personal information in a group
setting. In the group work situation reflecting practice principle
five, over half of the re spondents gave reasons reflecting the
practice principle. .It was interesting to note, however, that for ten
of the respondents, factors of expediency outweighed the need for
privacy.
Implications of the Study
This study has implications for several areas of social work
practice as well as suggesting avenues for further research. It
has served to test two social work concepts in casework and group
work practice by operationalizing the concepts through the use of
practice principles. This method reduced abstract concepts to
concrete practice situations that could be rated numerically. In
"addition, eclectic definitions of the two concepts were devised,
thereby contributing", to theory development in social work practice
at the direct service level.
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Because a majority of the sample lacked group work education
and experi/ence, these respondents tended to rely on casework
education and experience in solving group situations. Since there
appears to be a trend toward increased use of group work methods
in social work practice, workers will need more education in this
method.
We found that attendance at non-academ.ic training sessions
did not significantly influence workers' choices. We therefore
wonder if the value of this type of training should be reassessed.
Our findi~gs showed that workers whO had more years of
social work experience allowed a greater degree of self-deter-
mination and speculate that the more experienced worker is him-
self more secure and therefore more able to permit self-deter-
mination to the client.
Findings in regard to experience~inwork with groups indicate
that experience is more effective than training. This has ramifi-
cations for curriculum planning. which might include group work
experience in the field placements of social work students. It also
suggests that for those workers already employed who do not have
group work experience in their background, employers should
provide in- service experiences that include direct work with
groups.
The study illustrated that selected knowledge from perception
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theory can be integrated and utilized for research in social work
practice. Although this research group was not studying the
ability of social workers to perform the role of weighters of social
work situations, the problems encountered by this research group
in obtaining accurate scaling of the propo sed actions to hypothetical
situations seem to provide evidence that there is a degree of role
institutionalization in social work education and practice. It
appears that the weighter s' perceptual set influenced them to give
maximum weight to the one choice which most reflected their
judgment of good social work practice and minimum w"eights to
all other choices, disregarding intermediate degrees of self-deter-
mination and confidentiality. This finding raises a question. Does
the social worker's perceptual set inhibit his ability to shift his
action oriented social work role to an obj ective weighting role? A
future study in this area is certainly suggested.
There are other research possibilities evolving from this
research. For example, a study might focus on the use of self-
determination and confidentiality in the facilitative social work methods
such as supervision, administration, and community organization.
Or, utilizing the" same method of operationalizing practice
principles, other studies might focus on additional concepts
believed to be generic to both casework and group work such as
objectivity, self-awareness, empathy, etcetera. Another study
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might focus on refining the questionnaire which was developed by
the current research group.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited in several ways. The sample is
geographically limited by being drawn from a single city, Portland,
Oregon. The sample is greatly skewed by caseworkers, by case-
work tl."aining and experience, and by preference for the casework
method. It is entirely possible that with a different sample
different findings would be obtained.
The process of constructing similar content situations for
both casework and group work under each of the practice principles
. and of providing choices with equal variation in the 'degree to which
they reflect the practice principles is not without human error.
The instrument itself could be refined.
In order to insure cooperation {fom respondents, it was
necessary to restrict the size of the questionnaire and as a result
SOme Of the respondents felt they ·did not have enough diagnostic
inforrnation. The use of a forced choice questionnaire logically
restricts the aInount of information that can be obtaip.ed from the
re spondent.
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INSTRUCTIONB FOR WEIGHTERS
The following questionnaire has been prepared by a group of
students who are in their second year of study toward a Master of
Social Work degree. The data gained from this questionnaire will
be used as the basis for a group thesis.
The questionnaire contains twenty hypothetical situations
that exemplify the concepts of self-det ermination and confidentiality
in social casework and social group work practice. Following each
situation are four different actions the worker could take, each
action reflecting a different degree of self-determination or con-
fidentiality that could be utilized by the worker. We are asking
that you rank each of the four choices on a scale of from 1-10 and
assign a higher numerical rating to those choices that, in your
opinion, reflect a greater degree of either self-determination or
confidentiality.
In order to make the scale a valid instrument, it will be
necessary to have the score for all four choices add up to the sum
of 10. You may give any numerical rating that you choose to any
of the four actions so long as the sum stays within this limit. Your
answer should not neces sarily reflect what you would do if you were
the worker in question.
To provide you with a frame of reference for defining self-
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determination and confidentiality, we are asking you to utilize the
following definitions of the two concepts as a- basis for ranking each
of the four workers' actions. In other words, whether you consider
one action m.ore self-determining or confidential than another will
be decided within the context of the definition provided. Our
definition for self-determination is as follows:
Self-determ.ination in social work practice is the worker's
conscious recognition of the right of the client to direct hi sown
life, to pursue his own goals, to meet his own needs and to deter- '
mine how these needs should be met as they are compatible with
the realities of his diagnosed capacities, in relation to the rights
of other persons and within the context of society's limitations.
Our definition for confidentiality is as follows:
Confidentiality in social work practice is the restriction of
personal informat~on about the client by the social worker based
on the respect for the client's right to privacy: or the ethical and
purposeful release Qfinformationabout the client by the social
worker in order to. facilitate explicit treatment goals.
We ·wish to express our -appreciation to you for your assistance
in this research project and we will welcome any comments you
wish to make on the back of the pages.
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Number
---Date
FACE SHEET
1. How many years paid social work experience have you had?
2. Where are" you currently employed?_____________....00-_
3. If you are not currently employed, where was your most
recent employment?
...-----------------,----------
4. What is/was your position at your place of current or most
recent employment?
--------------_.........._---------
[5: Have you had experience of a treatment nature in working with
groups of clients? If so, how much (in years)?
--- -------
6. Have you had experience of a treatment nature in working with
individual clients? If so, how much (in year s) ?
--- --------
7.
8.
Have you had graduate education in casework? If so, how
---
much (in year s) ?
-----------------------------
Have you had graduate education in group, work ? If so,
---
how much (in years)?
----------------------
9. Have you had any other type of training in casework?
----
If so, how much (in years)? What was the nature of this
--"--
training?
-----------------------------------
10. Have you had any other type of training in group work?
--.....-.-
If so, how much (in years)? What was the nature of this
------
training?
----------------------------------
11. Do you prefer to work with clients in a casework or group
work relationship? Please circle your ·preference.
12. Which of the following social work degrees have you completed?
Please circle. Masters Third Year Doctorate
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INSTRUCTIONS
The following. questionnaire has been prepared by a group
of students who are in the second year of study toward a Master
of Social ·Work degree. This group is engaged in a research pro-
ject to determine how social workers use the concepts of confiden ...
tiality and self ...determinationin actual practice. The data will
be used as the basis for a group thesis.
The questionnaire contains twenty hypothetical situations
which might occur in social work practice. Each situation is
followed by four po s sible actions that might be taken by a social
worker who is confronted with the situation.
We are asking that you imagine yourself as the social worker
in each situation and that you choose only one of the fGur possible
actions as the one that you would take. If you feel that none of the
choices are appropriate or that a better choice exists but is not
listed, please choose one of the four listed that you would most
likely do and assume that you are in a position which limits your
choice to one of these four. Please write the reason for each
choice in the space provided.
We would appreciate your working on this questionnaire
individually as other persons known to you may also be included
in the sample. We wi sh to expre s s our appreciation to you for
your assistance in this research project and we will welcome
any comments you wish to make on the back of the pages.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
WORKER'S USE·· OF SELF -DETERMINATION
Number
107
You are a worker in a family service agency where your assign-
ment is to provide short-term counselling to an 18 year old girl
considering marriage to a college student. Choose one of the
following actions you would most likely take.
o Advise the girl not to marry because she would have to work
to support the family as long as the boy remains in school.
In addition, she will be able to choose a husband more wisely
when she is a little older.
o Tell the girl some of the difficulties you forsee in an early
marriage but it is up to her to make her own decision. She
can make marriage a success if she is willing to work at it.
o Discuss with the girl both the advantages and disadvantages
of early marriage in general and some of the pros and cons
of her particular situation but refrain from making a recom-
mendation.
o Suggest the girl "go steady" for at least a year and then
reconsider whether she wishes to marry.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker in a public welfare agency assigned to a family
consisting of a mother and young children. The mother prefers to
live in a house with neither water nor electricity, which does not
provide protection from the weather. Although entitled to an
increased amount of money to cover the cost of better housing, the
mother claims their way of life to be emotionally healthy. Choose
~ of the following actions you would most likely take.
o Locate other housing for the family.
o Continue to provide financial aid to the family and refrain
from discussing the housing situation further.
o Suggest the mother look for other housing that more nearly
meets the community standard for decency and health.
o Infer that unless a change is made, there may be legal
action concerning the children remaining in the home.
What is your reason for the above choice?
2 NUITlber
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WORKER'S USE OF SELF-DETERMINATION
You are a worker who ITleets weekly with a group of ADC mothers
to discuss some of their problems. In the course of a ITleeting,
the mothers express concern regarding supervision of their
adolescent children:. Cho.oseone of. the following actions you
would most likely take.
o Advise them to read a book on Living With Your Teenager
which will help them understand how children feel and act.
o Tell them they should insist their children report where
they are going, whom they will be with, and set a definite
time for them to be home.
o Suggest that some of them have experience with teenagers
which they might like to share so as to be helpful to others
who have questions.
o Suggest they discuss further some specific problems such as
dating, sta..ying out late, drinking.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker in a horne for unwed mothers. In a group meeting
you encounter the problem of a new girl being subj ected to group
criticism because she does not do her share of the work. ChoQse
one of the following actions you would most likely take.
o Praise the group for its help to new girls and invite their
suggestions as to how the orientation process might be made
mQre pleasant for all concerned.
o Refrain from comITlent, believing that the other girls will
soon accept the newcomer as she becomes more conforming.
o Intercede and tell the group to quit hazing the newcomer.
o Remind the group how it was· for theITl when they first came
and suggest they give the new girl time to learn how to
do things.
What is your reason for the above choice?
3 NUTIlber
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WORKER'S USE OF SELF-DETERMINATION
You are a worker in a public welfare agency. An aged client who
lives alone in a rural area is reported by neighbors to have faint ...
ing spells. They believe he should be taken to an old people I s horne.
However, the client is sentiTIlentally attached to his horne where he
has lived for TIlany years. Choose one of the following actions you
would TIlO st likely take.
o
o
o
o
Make arrangements for him to visit several hOTIles for elder ....
ly persons.
Tell him the names of several homes for the elderly and
insist he make a decision as to which home he 'will go.
Point otJ.t various possibilities open to him in sheltered
living s i tua tions .
Respect the client's decision to stay in his own home and
suggest housekeeping services.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker who takes a teenage girl froma foster home on
a shopping trip for clothing. The girl likes and wishes to buy a
dress that you consider too short and close-fitting for best appear-
ance. Choose one of the following actions you would most likely
take. take.
o Allow the teenager to buy the dress with the stipulation that
she must let the hem down.
o Tell the teenager she cannot buy the dress.
D Allow the teenager to buy the dress as it is without making
. any stipulation for change.
D Ask the salesgirl to find the same dress in a size larger.
What is your reason for the above choice?
4 Number
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WORKER'S USE OF SELF-DETERMINATION
You are a worker assigned to a girls' club which meets at a settle-
ment house. Members are thirteen and fourteen years "old. They
are planning a party and want to invite boys and wear their
"grubbies". (informal clothing) Choose dne of the following
actions you would most likely take.
o Suggest they wear dressier clothing since boys behave in a
more gentlemanly fashion when dressed up.
o Ren1.ind them of the last party when some of the boys tore
down decorations and were in other ways not well-mannered.
o Suggest they should not ask boys because they are too
young to be dating .
o Refrain from making any $uggestions to the group as to
guests or dress.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a child welfare worker who is approached by a fourteen
year old boy who requests that you place him in a different foster
horne as he complains his present foster parents are too strict and
do not understand him. The foster parents adrnit that the boy is
rebelling against farnily "rules", but are willing to have him
remain in their horne. Choose one of the following actions you
. would most likely take.
o Have a talk with the boy, advising him to straighten up and
start following family rules.
o Arrange sorne trial visits to foster hornes for the boy to
decide which home he wants.
o Atternpt to dis suade the boy frorn the plan of going to another
foster horne, and advise hirn to rnake a concerted effort to
get along for a month's tirne. If this does not work out, plan
to discuss the problem with him again.
o Arrange for the boy to rneet with you to consider why he is
not getting along before atternpting to find another foster
horne for him.
What is your reason for the above choice?
5 Number
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WORKER'S USE OF SELF-DETERMINATION
You are a social worker with a group of early adolescent boys who
hold activity club meetings in a neighborhood house. The Board of
Directors has complained that damage to the building has resulted
from overly-rough play of the boys. Choose one of the following
actions you would most likely take. --
D Limit their activities to certain sports and insist that there
be no horseplay on the side.
D Tell them that any more property damage caused by them will
result in their no longer being able to use the building.
D Request that the boys be rnore respectful of the property.
D Discuss the problem with the group, inviting their ideas
about how they could prevent further damage.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker in a correctional institution who meets with a
group of girls aged 16 and I 7. They are di scus sing their forth-
coming return to public high schools, are poorly motivated
academically, and would like to be excused from further attendance.
Oregon compulsory school attendance law states that all children
must attend school until they are 18 or graduate from high school
unless they are formally excused from school through action of
their local school board initiated by their legal guardian. Choose
~ <;>f the following, actions you would most likely take.
D Tell them it is highly desirable they remain in school for
they cannot get good jobs without more education.
D Agree to talk with school officials about the possibility that
some of them, depending on their scholastic ability, may be
excused from further school attendance.
D Say that all of them must at least try public school. If they
fail, their request may be reconsidered.
D Advise them they must comply with the law.
What is your reason for the above choice?
6 Number
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WORKER'S USE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
You are a worker ina family counselling agency where a dis traught
client comes for help wi th her mari tal problems. During one of the
early interviews, the client inadvertently reveals the existence of an
illegitimate child she has since placed for adoption. Neither her -hus ~
band nor her friends know about this child and she is admittedly re-
luctant to discuss the matter further with you. Choose one of the
following ac tions you would mas t likely take.
o Inform the client the information will be shared with others
within the agency and with other agencies in order to better
help her with her -problems.
o Inform the client the information may be shared with others
within the agency in order to facilitate treatment of her
problems.
o Inform the client this information will be shared with other
-legitimate persons who have an hones t interes t in her welfare .
o Inform the client personal information will be revealed to no
one without her prior consent.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker in a family service agency who has jus t formed a
new therapy group. Meetings are to be held each Thursday at 10:00
A. M. in the agency conference -room. On the afternoon before the
first meeting, you find a meeting of the agency board of directors
has been scheduled for the conference room at the same time as
your meeting. The board of directors cannot be moved. Thereis
no other room in the agency'large enough for your group except the
agency lounge which will be unoccupied except for an occasional
person crossing it as a shortcut to other areas. Choose one of the
following ac tions you would mas t likely take.
LJ Since the day promises to be warm, hold your meeting on the
patio beside the building.
o Schedule your mee tingfor one c orner of the lounge and us e a
portable screen to partially isolate the area.
o Reschedule your meeting for the afternoon when the conference
room will be available.
o Schedule your meeting for one corner of the lounge and post
no tic e s of the mee ting au tside the lounge, r ealiz ing this will
not guarantee that no one will come through.
What is your reason for the above choice?
7WORKER'S USE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
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You are a worker who has established contact with a gang of teen-
age boys and are holding regular meeting s in a local community
center. During one of these meetings, a member reveals that the
gang has been involved in a series of recent store break-ins in
the neighborhood. This information is not known to the local
police and if they become aware of it, the boys may incur a severe
penalty. Choose one of the following actions you would most likely
take.
o Encourage the boys, during the meeting, to reveal their in-
fractions to the police and volunteer to accompany them to
the police station to assist in any way possible.
o Inform the police about this situation as soo~ as the meeting
is over.
o
o
Tell the group they have a week to correct the situation. If
they do not, you may have to turn them over to the police.
Take no action unless the police should question you concern-
ing this situation, then be cooperative.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker who is meeting the first time with a group of
mothers whose children are having problems in school. They are
hesitant to discuss personal yet pertinent informatlon about their
family situations. Choose one of the following actions you would
most likely take.
o Inform the group it is alright if they discuss what is said
in the group with their spouses.
o Inform the group they may discuss the content of the g\t"oup
meeting with whomever they want since most parents have
similar problems with their children and they would under-
stand.
o Inform the group they can feel free to discuss personal
matters during their meetings for what is said in the meet-
ings must remain within the group setting.
o Inform the group they may discuss what is said in the meet-
ings with spouses and friends who may help with their advice.
What is your reason for the above choice?
8WORKER'S USE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
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You are a worker who finds it necessary to refer your client to
another agency where more specialized treatment for his problem
is available. However, you are not sure to what degree the
confidentiality of the information concerning your client will be
respected by the receiving agency. Choose one of the following
actions you would most likely take.
o Refer your client to the agency and forward all pertinent
information to their staff.
o Contact the agency to determine how the personal information
about your client will be handled before making your decision
of referral.
o Withhold personal information. about your client.
o Mark all personal information with a confidential stamp and
forward it to the agency.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker in a county welfare department working with a
group of ADC mothers. During a group discussion, several of the
members mention having participated in group marriage counselling
at mental health clinics in other cities. This information was
previously unknown to your agency and you would like to have
summaries of clinic contacts with these women. Choose one of the
following actions you would most likely take.
D Convene a subgroup of those with the prior marriage consel ...
ling experience and ask their permis sian to write for the
summari e s .
o Write for the summaries and discuss their implications with
the clients later if pertinent to treatment.
o Privately ask each client if you may try to obtain a summary.
o Ask the group to decide if summaries should be obtained
about the members concerned.
What is your reason for the above choice?
9
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You are a wOl:ker in a family service agency who has just completed
an interview with a client who is having problems with her marriage.
As you review your notes, you discover this client has been known
to a particular state mental hospital. Choose one of the following
actions you would most likely take.
o Wait a week until the next interview and then ask the client
if you may write the hospital for information about her.
D Phone the client to ask if you may write the hospital for
information about her.
o Send the client a letter telling her you are writing the
hospital for information about her.
o Write the hospital requesting information but do not mention
this to the client.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worke:r in a juvenile correctional institution who has been
working with a group of adolescents, all of whom have been released
within the past thirty days. You are visited by a worker from'a '
social agency who is now working with this group. He requests all
the information you have about his clients. Choose one of the
following actions you would most likely take.
o
o
o
Give the worker access to all the information in your files.
Give the worker access to the files about members of the
group after being assured all information will be kept
confidential.
Give the worker acces s to the information if he has a release
signed by all the group members.
Tell him your files are confidential and you can give him
no information about the group members.
What is your reason for the above choice?
10
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You are a worker in a welfare agency. During a regularly sched-
uled visit with you, a client reveals she recently overheard her
brother and a friend planning a bank robbery. The client cannot
decide whether to inform the police or to do nothing and run the
risk this crime will be committed which will endanger both her
brother and the community. Choose one of the following actions
you would most likely take.
o
o
o
o
Keep this information private and within the confines of the
worker-client relationship.
Take no action unless the police should question you con-
cerning this situation and then be cooperative.
After the client leaves the interview, pick up the telephone
and notify the police of this situation.
Try to convince the client she must notify the police of this
situation but if you are unsuccessful, notify them yourself.
What is your reason for the above choice?
You are a worker in a settlement house. One of your clients is a
neighborhood gang leader who has been referred by the school.
After several interviews, he is still quite resistant. You know he
has called other boys "si s sy" for corning into the s e ttlernent
house. One afternoon, while a basketball game is in progress, you
notice this boy covertly looking in through a window toward your
office which opens off the basketball floor. You are aware he has
family problems and may need someone to talk to. Choose one of
the following actions you would most likely take.
o
o
o
o
Take him to a nearby coffee shop and talk to him there.
Go outside, talk to him briefly and invite him to return
after the other boys have gone.
Gently maneuver the boy through the gymnasium and into
your office for a private chat.
Callout and invite him in.
What is your reason for the above choice?
TELEPHONE MESSAGE TO PROSPECTIVE RESPONDENTS
1. Identify yourself by naITle as a student fromPSC SSW.
2. MeITlber of a research project for MSW and have drawn
randoITl saITlple froITl NASW directory. Your naITle was
included in the saITlple.
3. We would appreciate your taking the tiITle to re spond to a
questionnaire. The time for pre-test group was between
35 and 65 minutes.
4. If agreed, then will deliver to your horne or office.
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